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WARNING!

Need to get away.?
RELAX. We'll do all the planning
for you, because we have available the world's finest Auto Touring Services ... individual Triptiks, Maps, Tour Books, $100 Trip
Guarantee Reimbursement, Instant
Reservations, etc. . . . if you 're
an AAA member.
And there are other benefits
along the way-Bail Bond Service, Personal Accident Insurance,
Emergency Road Service, Legal
Defense Reimbursement, etc.
Why not visit or write us about
membership in the Carol ina Motor
Club and the many services and
protection such membership
brings you .

CAROLINA
MOTOR CLUB
MICCLEBURG OFFICE MALL
( 803) 256•7485
COLUMBIA . S . C . 29204
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MULLINS TOBACCO MARKET
By Jon Buchan
RAFTING
ON THE CHATI'OOGA
By Gerald F. McMahon
MARCUS WELBY
IN A SANDLAPPER SETTING
By Tom Hamrick

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

GREENWOOD
FESTIVAL OF FLOWERS
By Ellen Henderson

• Art

• Theatre

• Tours

• Music
• Lectures

• Sports

• Fairs

• Dance

• Horse Shows

When security is the problem ...
~J::Ec::::{]5C[)Jill has the solution!
Burglar, Fire Alad,i f
and Closed Circuit TY
for:
'
• RESIDENTIAU
• COMMERCIAL
• INDUSTRIAL

Total Security
from a
trusted

READERS'
COMMENTS
Sandlapper welcomes letters to
the editor on matters of general interest. We ask that the letters be
held to 150 words or less. Excerpts
from this month's letters are presented below.
Again, Sandlapper has me so interested in its contents, this time
"Pipe Organs from Master Craftsmen" [March] which includes the
organ in my church at Liberty Hill,
S.C. I'd like to add some more facts
concerning this organ ....
Miss Elizabeth Richards was assistant organist and organist for
thirty years, until she had an operation on her eye last year and resigned against the wishes of thesession of the church. She was like the
postman-neither rain nor snow,
etc., made her neglect her duty. Her
weekends were always celebrated in
mid-week so that she would be at
the organ on Sunday, as her grandmother Mrs. Abram Darling Jones
had done before her.
Marion Richards
Liberty Hill, South Carolina
Our good friend Anne Jonas ...
should have consulted the Columbia Museum of Art, too, for this
state's continuing recognition of
[Artist William Johnson-March
Sandlapper] via the Smithsonian
Institution's Department of Traveling Exhibitions.
Sponsored by a grant from the
S.C. Arts Commission, a basic selection of William Johnson's paintings will open at the Columbia Museum of Art for exhibition October
1-29, 1972.
The exhibition of this native
South Carolina artist will continue
on tour through five more museums
in the state. Dates and places where
this show can be seen will be:
Nov. 5-Dec. 3, 1972-The Florence
Museum, Florence
Dec. 10.Jan. 7, 1973-The Greenville County Museum, Greenville
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Jan. 14-Feb. 5, 1973-S.C. State
College, Orangeburg
Feb. 11-Mar. 4, 1973-Spartanburg
Arts Council, Spartanburg
Mar. 11-Apr. 8, 1973-The Gibbes
Art Gallery, Charleston

Adelyn Breeskin's comprehensive
catalogue and account of the artist
is available for study in the Library
of this Columbia Museum of Art,
and will be available at each museum during the six months' sojourn of William Johnson's show in
South Carolina.
John Richard Craft
Director
Columbia Museum of Art
Columbia, South Carolina
Jack Leland wrote an excellent
and most interesting article about
Charleston's Historic House Tours
in the March issue of Sandlapper,
and we hope many people will
come.
To me, there was one unfortunate mistake in attributing the
photos he used to Andrew Simons,
when they were the photos of my
son, Andrew Simons Jr.
Katherine H. Simons
(Mrs. Andrew Simons)
Charleston, South Carolina
The photography accompanying
Col. Hamrick's article on Edisto Island is outstanding. As a sometime
resident of the island, and a fulltime descendant of most of the
original residents, I take offense
with his inference that the evacuation of Edisto was a matter of
cowardice-"Rather than fight,
though, most Edistoans chose
flight" (p. 42).
The evacuation was ordered by
(Continued on page 70)
Building Character is Port of Our
Educational Program at Porter-Gaud
There·, more to it than books, and we
realize It. Boarding stullenls enjoy a full,
well-rounded life <m our SP,arlnus new
rampus. Standard athletic procam1 are
i;upplement with sailing, tennis. soccer,
fl<'. Our bo)'S are here because they want
to he. For a pictorlitl look, write Berkeley
Orlmball, Heaclmuter.

PORTER-GAUD SCHOOL
Albe111arle Point. Charleston, S, C, 29407
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Litter causes fires that kill people.
It happened 130 times last year.
And here we sit.
Ignoring trash because we think it
won't hurt us.
But it will.
Even if it doesn't kill us or injure us or
make us sick, it will cost a billion dollars
to clean up, this year.
But you can do something about it.
You can join us in resolving, right now,
that we will never again let trash
accumulate around our business, our
home, our yard.
Not just to keep America beautiful.
But to keep America alive.

q)~
PAPER COMPANY

We distribute some 40,000 paper
and plastic products.And we don't want
them to end up in the wrong places.

BURGLARS VACATION IN
By Tom Hamrick

The newspaper plaudit had become the most expensive bit of free
advertising in the carpet-thumping
career of Peter P. Parsnip, and there
isn't a burglary-harassed city,
county or state law enforcement
The following week the same officer in South Carolina who
local newspaper published this wouldn't have issued an I-told-youstory and the Parsnip family was so reprimand. The Parsnip family
deflated:
did everything but send a backdoor
key to every burglar in the commuPARSNIP FAMILY
nity
who reads the local newspapers
HOME IS LOOTED
to
keep
himself posted on potential
DURING ABSENCE
happy
hunting
grounds, thanks to
The home of the Peter P. Parsnip
the
cooperative
but innocent aid
family, 123 Greenwood St., was
and assistance of society editors
stripped bare and more than $3,000
in furniture, jewelry and silverware
everywhere.
was stolen by burglars while the
Based on available but scanty
Parsnips were taking a week-long
statistics,
approximately 500 famcruise in the Caribbean with the
ilies throughout Sandlapper country
Authenticated Rug Beaters of
can expect their homes to be robbed
America last week.
Police expressed little hope that
during the upcoming vacation
any of the stolen merchandise
months. A majority of the residents
would be recovered. "Chances are it
who buzz off to seacoast or mounwill be fenced almost immetaintop will be convinced-beforediately," one officer said, referring
hand-it couldn't possibly happen
to sale through clandestine channels.
to them. But burglary isn't someAmong the items stolen was a
thing which happens only to the
new $1,000 color television set Parfellow
on the next block, as police
snip won recently as the most becase histories in urban and rural Palloved of all rug beaters in world hismetto communities insist. Just be
tory .
Parsnip was recently awarded a
$1,000 color television set after being selected by the association as
the most lovable rug beater in the
world .

T

he local newspaper published
this story and the Parsnip family
was elated:
PARSNIP FAMILY
ON RUG BEATERS
TRIP FOR WEEK

The family of Peter P. Parsnip,
123 Greenwood St., will leave
Wednesday morning for a weeklong cruise in the Caribbean in conjunction with the annual convention of the Authenticated Rug
Beaters of America.
Their cruise aboard the MS
N eversail departs Charleston
Wednesday afternoon and 500 rug
beaters and their families from all
parts of the country will visit the
Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and the
Bahamas, and return to Charleston
the following Wednesday .
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-Cartoons by Bob Nance

advised that the fatter the target,
the more likely the opportunity
you'll share grief with the Parsnips.
Burglaries, along with the dollar,
are undergoing sharp inflationary
trends and police officers throughout the state expect them to show
an increase of up to 11 percent this
year over 1971--and 1971 was
surely bad enough, as any police
blotter will attest.
Contrary to public notion, vandals don't simply break into a
home, pick up the nearest several
items and make a hurried exit. Last
June in Spartanburg there were
only 11 cases of breaking and entering. But the burglars hauled away a
total of $47,579 in merchandise, an
average of better than $4,000, according to a report from W.T. Ivey,
director of law enforcement for the
Spartanburg police department. By
the time August was over, there had
been 39 cases of breaking and entering in Spartanburg during the
summer and nearly $150,000 in
property stolen. To the professional
credit of Spartanburg law enforcement agencies, they did recover
$87,000 in thefted wares, but by
May-June 1972

anyone's arithmetic that leaves a
considerable dollar gap of $63,000.
In other cities in the state, hitand-run robberies were as awesome
because the general incidence is no
different from that in Spartanburg.
Regrettably, no firm totals are
available since tabs on home burglaries statewide aren't recorded,
not even by the superefficient State
Law Enforcement Division (SLED).
Some burglars are so confident
they have all the time in the world
to complete their looting that they
sit down at the kitchen table and
prepare a meal for themselves, including a pot of hot coffee. Surprisingly, some homes even have been
robbed in broad daylight with a
bevy of onlooking neighbors as unwitting accomplices.
A Low-Country Navy warrant
officer and his wife spent a week in
Washington and returned to find
their entire house stripped bare to
the hardwood finish on the floor.
Thieves had even unscrewed and
carted away a crystal chandelier he
had purchased during his world
travels. Both he and his wife were
semi-strangers in their neighbor-

hood. Residents of the vicinity considered them only military transients, so they stood by and
watched with unchallenging interest
when a van drove up and workmen
began crating and carrying off
everything in the bungalow, including his uniforms and her dressesand they didn't overlook a fur coat,
either. Friendly rubber-necking
neighbors simply surmised that the
warrant officer had gotten orders
rushing him and his wife somewhere around the globe. One concerned housewife even provided
lemonade for the perspiring plunderers.
You can't believe it? Neither did
the warrant officer. His recovery of
stolen loot to date: Nothing. Not so
much as a tarnished brass button.
The couple hadn't advertised
their absence to the local press.
They were vandalized because of an
omission: They hadn't told anyone
they were leaving or where they
could be reached. If the neighborhood had joined in the bonanza in
burglary, the victims had only
themselves to blame, police rationalized.
Home burglary has become so
scientific that practitioners of the
art have now gone far beyond
simply carrying a set of master
keys. Today they also equip themselves with window and screen
jimmies which can flip open these
protective barriers without leaving
much more than a scratch, if that.
Police officers in Orangeburg,
where a burglary was accompanied
by a dual murder, spent the better
part of a morning trying to discover
how and where the thief had
broken in-in broad daylight.
''Homeowners, returning from
vacation, may not even know
there's been a burglar in the
house," a mid-state police officer
said. "Everything looks just as it
did when they drove away. It may
be hours before they learn they
were visited, like about 9 o'clock
that night when they get ready to
tune in to see what Efrem Zimbalist
9

and the FBI are doing about
crime."
It is precisely at that moment
that-like the Parsnip familythey'll find somebody has walked
off with an easily sold color television set which they may have difficulty reclaiming even if police do
·recover it. "They've probably made
no record of the serial number," an
officer shrugged.
Even when a family takes every
precaution to guard against burglary, the cards stay stacked in the
hands of the dedicated and experienced robber, and only a good
neighbor making frequent checks
can serve as a possible counterfoil.
Some veterans in the business pose
as door-to-door salesmen, waiting
for only a hollow sound to follow
their knock. Others, suspecting a
home may be temporarily vacant,
may telephone the residence at
various times for several days until
they are satisfied the welcome mat
is out. "And sometimes, if a house
is distant enough from neighbors,
would-be thieves can get the same
response by throwing a rock
through a window," a Columbia
policeman said. "If there's no
outcry, they know they've just located Christmas."
But instances such as these are a
rarity and many amateurs don't
plan their loo tings this carefully.
Most of them simply trust the
homeowner to issue his own announcement that the house is as
bare of humankind as Mother
Hubbard's cupboard was short on
rations.
It surprises many lawmen that
vacationers consider they've taken
the big precaution against burglary
by leaving a light burning. Peculiarly, if lighting is utilized imprudently, it offers a "nobody-home"
signal any professional can read like
red neon. "Lighting the place up
can be a dead giveaway," a Charleston law officer warned.
Any burglar worth his carry-out
bag is also a man who is content to
wait, keeping under patient surveil-
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lance a house he suspects may be
empty. Consequently, homeowners
are advised that often the several
lights they left aglow to imply the
place is occupied is the very proof
the robber needs to know that it
isn't. "It is bound to strike any
thief with medium intelligence as
darned odd that, night after night,
the only lights he ever sees from
dusk to dawn are in the bathroom
and the kitchen," another concerned officer observed. "He knows
nobody takes that long to make a
sandwich or take a bath." Police
recommend that lights do be turned
on at night, but they also submit
that several lights should be rigged
to inexpensive timers which flip off
and on at various points about the
house at intervals, just as would be
the case if the home were truly inhabited.
Another come-clean-me-out signal about a house is the friendly
family car, which sits in the same
spot day after day without being
moved. Police encourage vacationing folk to ask a neighbor to shift
the vehicle's location every day or
two, even if only by a measure of a
few feet.
But perhaps nothing shakes the
faith of police officers in human
sense more than the social-minded
housewife who makes a checklist of
security efforts to safeguard the
residence during the absence and
then telephones a departure item to
the local newspaper. "This is the
height of stupidity," an officer said.
"Yet watch the social columns this
summer. Items everywhere. A thief
who doesn't subscribe to his local
newspaper has got to be crazy ."
At the present skyrocketing rate
of property crimes-home burglary
and car theft-one in 79 Sandlappers will fall victim to thieves by
New Year's Eve. The South as a
whole is friendly country and
thieves are certainly finding it so.
Dixieland has one of the highest
instances of burglary in America,
and South Carolinians can take comfort only in knowing they 're frac-

tionally safer than Tar Heels.
Television sets-black and white
or living color-are prime targets for
burglars throughout the state, reports from the highlands to the
sand dunes claim. Other articles on
the burglary hit parade are guns,
silverware and jewelry. It shocks
lawmen that some homeowners
happily ride off into the vacation
sunrise and leave behind diamond
rings nestled in vanity table drawers
which aren't locked.
Too often property owners who
have been robbed are quick to criticize the plagued arm of local law if
the TV set they think is theirs is
recovered by police but the owners
can't prove it belongs to them.
"The burden of proof is ours, not
the thief's," according to Chief of
Police John F . Conroy of Charleston. "Sure, we may have a firm
suspicion that a certain person may
have committed a theft, and we
may see a TV set in his house that
we suspect was stolen, but it's up to
us to prove it, not him that it's
his." As a result, the thief may get
away laughing "because many
owners don't even keep records of
the serial numbers of their firearms," Conroy notes with a measure of dishumor.
To preclude a community-wide
invitation to theft, the Exchange
Club in Charleston has launched a
campaign in conjunction with the
city police to lend hand engraving
machines to local citizens who are
willing to etch identifying numbers
(social security or driver's license)
onto the chassis of home equip·
ment or the barrels of their
we a pons. One identification
number is simply a lot easier to
keep track of than a string of them,
Conroy offers in explanation. As
one more protective step, cooperative homeowners in Charleston will
be issued decals for their front and
rear doors alerting burglars that
everything in the home has been recorded. Burglars just aren't too
happy with loot which is that readily recognized, police report.
Sandlapper

The burglar casing his next job is
interested in details and vacationers
often aid him by neglecting one
detail. Before departing, the man or
lady of the house may remember to
stop the newspaper and milk deliveries, but a silent enemy in the
front yard may undo everything. It
is called grass. Nothing screams
louder that a residence in a smart
suburb is temporarily empty than a
ragged stand of rye which worsens
by the day. This is further buttressed when the front yard and
driveway become an untended collection of dead leaves, moss and
limbs after a heavy rainstorm, and
remain unpoliced for several days
afterward. But if you have somebody to keep an eye peeled on your
house by night, all is safe, huh?
Verily not so. Many burglars last
year evidently stayed home and
watched a movie on a stolen TV set
at nights because statistics show
they preferred to work daytimes,
just like anybody else. True
enough, night home burglaries in
May-June 1972

the past 10 years zoomed up by
129 percent. But daytime home
lootings far more than doubled that
increase for an awesome 337 percent.
It isn't necessary for a family to
head for the hills two weeks before
being robbed. Some alert bungalow
buccaneers need only a minute or
two at high noon or midnight to
carry out their missions, while a
family is away for a couple of hours
shopping or partying.
The Spartanburg city police
department, which has one of the
state's most efficient public relations and crime-fighting programs,
distributes thousands of leaflets to
students and adults to encourage
them to exercise a series of simple
safeguards to cope with burglars. In
essence, these recommended protections are duplicated by SLED
and all other police forces in South
Carolina. As Item One in increasing
protection of a vacant home, all
police ask one thing specifically:
Don't leave town without telling
your neighbors and the local gendarmerie, so officers can put a night
and day check on the home during
your absence. Sure, it's an additional burden on the police. But it's
a lesser task than trying to find out
who went through your home with
a vacuum while you were gone.
That sage advice, coupled with
the following recommendations,
should make your house as burglarproof as can be reasonably expected, short of storing it away in a
safe deposit box until you come
home again:
• Ask the post office to hold
your mail until you return (or have
a neighbor collect it regularly).
• Personally pass the word to the
paper boy and the milkman to skip
you until further notice (but no
notes pinned to the front door,
remember).
• If you've got to brag about
your vacation dream spot, withhold
the press report until you return,
otherwise you may not have money
enough to go anywhere next year.

• Leave some, if not all, shades
up and blinds partially open. Burglars love privacy, you 're reminded,
in case you want to pull them
down.
• Equip outside doors with
sturdy locks and get glass doors
outfitted with double cylinder
locks which make tampering untantalizing (and don't leave a key
under the mat because that's the
first place any lootsman with half a
head is going to look).
• Securely lock all windows, including the one you always leave
unlocked in case you lose your key.
• Chain down any ladders you
have in the backyard. Good secondstory men are never bothered by
heights.
• Make a record of serial numbers
and descriptions of valuables. Nothing discourages your local policeman faster than the report "I don't
have the serial number, Mr.
Friday."
• Con sider installing an alarm
system. Prices for a window unit
run about the same as a fifth of
Scotch, and just one could protect
your whole liquor cabinet.
• Make your home look occupied. Connect a few lights, indoor
and/or outdoor, to automatic
timing devices. A confused burglar
will probably take his business
somewhere else.
Now one last point, a plea from
SLED Director J.P. Strom: Business
being as brisk as it is with cracksmen in the community, chances are
that you someday may be offered
some real buys in TV sets, silverware, radios, crystal goblets and
antique clocks. But that's a big
no-no, Strom says. "Buying bargains on the street may mean
you're buying stolen goods."
However, if that's your own TV
set you're being offered, well, I suppose Stram wouldn't care very
much if you bent a little.
Lt. Col., USA (Ret.) Tom Hamrick
is a free-lance writer from Mount
Pleasant.
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The nest at right,
resting on a shelf of Bibles
at the South Carolina Baptist Camp
at Marietta, brings to mind the hymn,
"How Firm a Foundation."
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Photo feature by James G. Wilson

anJ sometimes in slran9e places
The gaping young birds in a football shoe, below, were photographed during
summer vacation at the old Paris High School in Greenville.
Greenville News-Piedmont Chief
Photographer James G. Wilson. has
many interesting stories to tell
about various photo assignments
he has had over the years.
Wilson recently recalled the day
several years ago when a Greenville
woman placed a note to the
milkman in her milk bottle prior
to going on a trip. In the note
she asked that no milk be
delivered for a few days.

Upon her return she found spoiled bottles of milk on her porch. She telephoned
the dairy and informed them of her displeasure, cancelled future delivery and
changed dairies.
Wilson recalled that several weeks later the woman was working in her yard pruning
the shrubbery when she found the note she had left the milkman entwined in a
bluejay's nest.
She telephoned the dairy again, this time to apologize, Wilson said. He added that
she then called him at the newspaper and he came out and made the photograph
at far left.
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fter 18 years as editor of Names
in South Carolina, I have found
that South Carolinians possess
an intense pride and interest in the
places where their forebears lived
and the names which they gave
these landmarks. Virginians have
the same sense of loyalty to such
ancestral ties. It is no wonder then
that South Carolina established the
first state place-name journal in
America, and Virginia the second.
An examination of some plantation names reveals a great deal
about the temperament, history
and national origins of our people.
Montpelier in old Pendleton District tells of the Huguenot ancestry
of Samuel Maverick, who named his
place to commemorate his French
Huguenot grandmother, Catherine
Ve ~\.~'{ ' 'ol\ \.'\\\'\\\\.~'ol\\ {l.~'\'\\ \.\~'\'\\pelier in southern France. Maverick
later moved to Texas, where his surname added a word to the English
language.
Other plantation names reflecting French origin are Chateau De
La Fontaine in Clarendon County
and the De Lasteyrie Place on Wadmalaw Island, corrupted through
the years to the present-day name,
The Last Tree Place.
Scottish origin is indicated in
many antebellum plantations such
as Rossdhu, Caledonia and Ban-
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ALLEYS,
BDADS &CREEKS
By Claude H. Neu ff er
nockbum in Georgetown County;
Bonnie Doon in the Beaufort District; and Dean Hall near the
Cooper River, named by the Nisbetts, Baronets of Dean, Scotland.
There are, of course, many plantations of English origin: Runnymede
and Drayton Hall on the Ashley

Matthew's Parish was called The
Devil's Track Place because of an
old legend that here the wife of
John Lloyd saved him from the
Devil's clutches by reading from the
Bible backwards.
The names for sections of a
county or particular places also are

\\.\~~l. °, <:;\~'\'\\);j , ¥..~'\'\'1:,W\.~'\'\ 'ol\~

\.'\'\~~\\wi ~'\'\~ '1:,\.~\t\~'ol\\. 0 ':f'<>~t

Windsor on the Cooper; and further
up country Hampden Hall in St.
Matthew's Parish and Acton near
Stateburg in Sumter County.
However, some of the plantation
owners gave their places less exalted
names, and we find a Starve Gut
Hall on the Wando River; Hardscramble, home of the Hugers in
the Stateburg area; and Bramblewood Plantation in Kershaw
County, known also as the DeSaussure Place, and originally the Lang
Place. Another plantation in St.

Point was the original designation
for the peninsula now occupied by
the city of Charleston; one of the
bloodiest battles of the Indian wars
was fought at Bloody Point on
Beaufort County's Daufuskie
Island. The Nation is the title given
to lands occupied by the Cherokee
Indians in the northwestern part of
the state and by the Catawbas in
the north-central section. Screven
Neck in Marlboro County probably
was named for Elisha Screven,
whose grandfather, the Rev. Wil-

Sandlapper
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liam Screven, was the first Baptist
minister to come to South Carolina.
The Puncheon Creek section of
Georgetown County was thus designated because the road there was
so bad that puncheon logs were put
down on it to form a corduroy
road. The celebrated Long Cane
Section of Old Ninety Six District
bore this title because of the profusion of large canebrakes growing
along the creek. John C. Calhoun
was born here, and the name Long
Cane has been applied to churches,
cemeteries, societies and roads in
this region which today is in Abbeville and McCormick counties.
The vivid, indigenous names applied by our forebears to streams,
swamps and shoals prove the South
Carolinian to be particularly gifted
in choosing rich, descriptive titles
for such landmarks. The Back Slack
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Reach is the rare title given to a
complete loop in the Cooper River;
Breakfast and Dinner Branch are
small streams in Berkeley County;
Ring Jaw Shoals is a section of the
Savannah River in the Parkeville
area of McCormick County. Other
such names are Hogskin Creek in
Abbeville County and Indi Hook
Branch, a small stream in York
County which hooks or curves into
the Catawba River. Of course, we
have our renowned Hell Hole
Swamp in Berkeley County and
Four Hole Swamp in Orangeburg
County. Berkeley County does have
a more genteel-sounding name in its
rarely known Lady Ann's Branch;
in contrast, years ago there was a
Dirty Creek in Abbeville County,
though the name has been discarded. A most unusual name for a
stream is Herendine Prong in Marlboro County, which is further described as being a branch of Naked
Creek.
The names of old South Carolina
roads are colorful and abundant.
The General's Road was named for
Gen. Andrew Pickens since it led
from the general's land in upper
Pendleton District to his home in
the Long Canes of present-day
Abbeville County. The Farewell
Corner Road in Berkeley County
has been celebrated in local legend
as the road Francis Marion used to
vanish into Hell Hole Swamp, baf-

fling his British pursuers. Another
road in Berkeley County holds the
fine old southern title of Buttermilk Road, and is now the main
thoroughfare on Pooshee Plantation. The Two Notch Road, leading
from Augusta through Columbia to
Camden, was so named because the
roadway was laid off by two
notches or slash marks on the trees
beside it. The Five Chop Road,
which today passes through Orangeburg as Whitman Street and U.S.
301, was named in similar fashion,
since its roadbed was marked by
five chops on the trees along its
route.
The names of many of our
churches are poetic and entrancing,
such as Beauty Spot and Swallow
Savannah Methodist; Chime Bell,
Love's Spring, Whispering Pine, and
Crooked Run Baptist. Even the
stately, liturgical Episcopal Church
has a lovely little chapel in St.
Thomas' Parish, overlooking the
Cooper River, called Pompion Hill
Chapel, which the learned and unlearned of South Carolina pronounce "Punkin" Hill Chapel.
A look at the names of Charleston's inimitable lanes and alleys~
attests vividly to the city's OldWorld charm and its refusal to lose
its individuality by being standardized into the mediocrity of a
predominantly national pattern.
Charleston's nomenclature for these
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little byways more nearly follows
such precedents as the street in
Paris' Latin Quarter called The
Little Cat Who Went Fishing, or
London's Scalding Alley and Do
Little Lane.
The terms "lane" and "alley" in
Charleston are virtually inter-
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changeable and designate a short,
narrow thoroughfare varying in
width from Stoll's Alley's four feet
to So Be It Lane's thirty feet.
London's alleys and lanes have been
described in Addison's Spectator as
"inhabited by Common Swearers."
In contrast it has been said of

Charleston that it is the only place
in the world where one may live on
an alley and be respectable.
St. Michael's Alley, Charleston's
most cherished byway, lies just
south of the high wall of the
churchyard. Bedon's Alley, one of
Charleston's oldest, runs north and
south one block between Elliott
and Tradd. Inglis' Arch (a rare
name for an alley) is a tiny halfblock lane curving its way from
Bedon 's Alley to East Bay.
Charleston has many other
alleys, each with a little history of
its own: Dutch Church Alley,
Bottle Alley, Do As You Choose
Alley, Squeeze Gut Alley, and Lilac
Lane, immortalized by John Bennett as the setting for his short
novel, Madame Margot. In the same
fashion, Cabbage Row on Church
Street was saved from oblivion by
DuBose Heyward, who relocated it
on East Bay and renamed it Catfish
Row, which he used as the . setting
of Porgy.
Indeed, South Carolina's place
names are rare, rich and varied. Literally thousands have already been
recorded with their origins in the
18 volumes of Names in South
Carolina, from Indian names like
Keowee, Congaree, Santee and
Ashepoo to modern titles like
Dutch Square, Sylvan Drive and
Notlee Lane.
Of such an array of names found
in our state, we can truly repeat
John Dryden's comment on
Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrims:
"Here is God's plenty."

Claude and Irene Neuffer are
authors of The Name Game: From
Oyster Point to Keowee, to be published this month by Sandlapper
Press, Inc. (see page 69 for details).
Claude Henry Neuffer is associate
professor of English at the University of South Carolina and editor
of Names in South Carolina.
Sandlapper

A Garden Can Appeal to the
I

n a special area of Clemson University's Ornamental Horticultural Gardens a group of children
eagerly follow a nature trail on a
journey of discovery. As they walk
along the winding trail that dips
gently downhill past a pioneer com-

plex, through a stretch of woodland
and onto the banks of a rippling
stream, they pause frequently to
read small signs identifying the
cluster of buildings, numerous
trees, shrubs and vines, and the
vegetable, herb and flower gardens

growing near the path. The various
plants are carefully examined to
determine characteristics such as
shape, structure and fragrance. .
These youngsters are typical
school-age children enjoying an
educational field trip-with one
noticeable difference. All of them
are blind. They make their way
down the sawdust trail by means of
a cord strung from post to post.
The descriptive signs are in braille
as well as the Latin alphabet, and
examination of plants and other
features of the garden is by touch, a
blind person's way of "seeing."
The color and visual pattern of a
garden are meaningless to the blind,
but plants that are interesting to
touch or have fragrance are readily
appreciated by the visually handicapped, especially children. When a
garden is designed for the sightless
to enjoy, it can open up a whole
new world for those who live in
darkness. This was effectively
demonstrated in the spring of 1971
when students from the South
Carolina School for the Deaf and
Blind near Spartanburg were given a
preview of the Living Historical
Gardens being developed by the
South Carolina Experiment Station
of Clemson University's Department of Horticulture. They
responded with interest, even excitement, to the experience of
identifying plants and relating them
to South Carolina history.
The continuous braille trail that
will eventually extend over more
than 40 acres of projected gardens
is one of the features of the project.
Established in 1969 for teaching
Left: Students tour the braille trail with
Dr. T.L. Senn of Clemson University
and David C. Champion of the state
School for the Deaf and Blind.
Opposite: a visitor reads the brailled
sign at the beginning of the trail.
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Sightless
purposes, for portraying the historical development of the state and
for carrying on a therapy-throughhorticulture program, the gardens
were initiated by Dr. T.L. Senn,
head of the Department of Horticulture at the university's College
of Agricultural Sciences. The idea
of a braille trail grew out of an exhibit that he and his staff assembled
for Greenville's Health and Science
Fair. Encouraged by the success of
the exhibit, Senn visited the South
Carolina School for the Deaf and
Blind and selected students to
study plants with him, using only
those who had been blind from
birth. In this way he learned how
they "saw" plants.
Traditionally, gardens for the
blind have relied upon aroma for
appeal, but Senn and his horticulture staff used an entirely different
approach. He and graduate assistant
John Floyd tried teaching the identification of plants by their structures and characteristics. The encouraging response led to the establishment of a new concept in Clemson's Living Historical Gardens,
where the blind not only may "see"
the plants by touch, taste or smell,
but also may learn to appreciate the
importance of plant life in the development of South Carolina since
colonial times.
Senn and Floyd emphasize that
the historical gardens are not just
for the blind, but for anyone who
wants to visit them. "We are exploring many areas of therapy through
horticulture," Senn explains, "and
are developing gardens that will
serve the needs of all people. The
beauty and serenity of public
gardens offer the healing qualities
needed by all healthy individuals
under the strain of today's complex
society. When special consideration
for the handicapped is included in
their design, they can offer valuable
May-June 1972

By Beth Ann Klosky

therapy not only for the blind but
also for many others who are handicapped by paralysis, heart disease,
epilepsy, tuberculosis and mental
disability, as well as for the average
individual."
The project attracted nationwide
interest when Clemson was selected
as one of six land-grant universities
to enter a display in an exhibit at
U.S. Department of Agriculture
headquarters in Washington during
National Lawn and Garden Week in
March 1970. Clemson was invited
to display a pilot garden for the
blind on the basis of a proposal the
university had submitted in January
of that year. The garden was conceived by Senn and projected on
the theme of touch, taste or smell,
but stressed arrangements with
pleasing effects for the sighted as
well as the sightless. David C.
Champion, principal of the South
Carolina School for the Deaf and
Blind, and other school personnel

provided such advice as the type of
materials to use and the height and
location of herbs and shrubs. One
of the school students, Richard
"Ricky" Godfrey, who accompanied Senn to Washington, assisted
in writing descriptions for the plant
signs. These were transcribed into
braille at the school. The display
featured tubs of plants arranged on
a raised oval bed, and visitors
found, upon closing their eyes and
touching the plants, that the
descriptions by 13-year-old Ricky
were quite apt. A small aromatic
plant was described as having
"wooly" leaves. The leaf of another
plant was "teaspoon-shaped." A
hyacinth was described as "a
bulbous plant, flowers in spikes
with waxy flowers of great fragrance," and Whitman fem as "a
graceful, frilly fem with new fronts
appearing in spirals." Ricky "saw''
a geranium as "a plant having large
clusters of flowers and fragrant,
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velvety leaves."
Care was taken that nothing in
the garden would be hazardous to
exploring fingers. Burford rather
than American holly was chosen
because only the tip of the leaf has
a point. Many plants are too fragile
to handle, thus only sturdier plants
offering unusual, contrasting sensations when touched were used.
Among them were both indoor and
outdoor plants including magnolias,
Whitman ferns, hoijy ferns, various
herbs, snake plants, geraniums and
hyacinths. The aromatic plants selected were not so overpowering
that their pungency interfered with
appreciation of nearby plants.
Because of its unique approach
to a special group of citizens, the
USDA committee made the Clemson exhibit a featu1;ed attraction. A
reception was given in honor of
Senn; he taped a TV show that was
seen on 70 ETV stations throughout the nation; and he was interviewed by The New York Times.
The display was fe11tured in an advertisement by the National Ar-

boretum concerning the outdoor
braille walk.
During the next few months
work proceeded on the braille trail
in Clemson's historical gardens,
with the School for the Deaf and
Blind cooperating. Ricky Godfrey,
assisted by John Floyd, spent most
of the summer at Clemson providing descriptions of plants. These
were edited according to the responses of other blind children to
fit braille, after which signs were
brailled and set up at the proper
height and slope along the path.
Larger, specially designed stations
were constructed for different
sections of the garden and marked
with duplicate signs, one for the
general public and one in braille.
Smaller labels were placed at specimen plants and other points of interest. The brailled signs are made
of aluminum photo plating
mounted on wood and positioned
along the course of cord followed
by the blind. This cord was
threaded through aluminum posts
secured in concrete. The sawdust

A split-rail fence and log building surround this garden in the pioneer
complex. Until 1964 this area of the gardens was the site of a garbage dump.
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paths were outlined by railroad
crossties.
Since all materials used appeal to
the senses, blind children gain
heightened appreciation by touching them. Students from the school
at Spartanburg showed a high degree of response to the historical
and educational aspects of the
garden during their preview, Senn
notes. He points out that observations by the blind closely parallel
those of seeing persons and sometimes are more detailed. "Ornamental horticulture can be a potential interest. hobby or even a
career in the life of a blind person."
The pioneer complex is located
on a part of the John C. Calhoun
plantation that was used as a Clemson garbage and trash dump until
1964, when work to reclaim the
area for trial gardens was begun. On
one side are camellia, azalea and
rhododendron trial grounds in an
area of slash pines that represents
one of the few remaining early
stands in the state. On the other
side is the forestry arboretum, a
75-acre tract containing at present
a bout 450 species, varieties and
strains of trees used for teaching,
research and demonstration. The
braille trail is reached via a new
road across the earthen dam of a
scenic lake that provides water for
irrigation purposes and serves to encourage wildlife.
A black locust, split-rail fence,
along which grow Carolina jessam in e, muscadine vines and fig
bushes, borders the area. Among
the early buildings is a log cabin
typical of the homes of pioneer
Piedmont settlers. Donated by
Duke Power Co., the cabin was re1oc a ted from the mountains of
western South Carolina and will
house a museum of early agricultural implements. Other buildings,
also donated by Duke, are a log
grain shed, a springhouse and a
gristmill with a waterwheel. The
gristmill, still under construction,
will contain parts from three different mills, all dating prior to 1850
Sand lapper

The trail through the scenic
bog garden includes a crude
footbridge across~ stream.

and including one originally located
on the John C. Calhoun plantation.
Reconstruction is under the supervision of James Crawford. When the
mill is completed it will grind com
to demonstrate the process for visitors.
Growing throughout the grounds
are thousands of artfully arranged
plants that have played an historic
part in the development of South
Carolina. The seeds, bulbs and
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plants were collected from various
sections of South Carolina and
Georgia.
Spring, summer and fall gardens
were planted and plant lists made in
order to continue the project as a
year-round garden. Extensive research conducted by a graduate research team went into the planning
of the colonial gardens, which include fruit, herbs, and vegetable
and flower gardens. Rice, indigo,

tobacco, cotton, Indian com and
many other plants significant to
South Carolina history grow in
patches. A tea plant, direct descendant of the first tea plant introduced in the state, grows near the
crabapple, Soqth Carolina's only
native apple. Growing around the
log cabin is a dooryard garden
planted with tpe herbs, vegetables
and flowers that were indispensable
to South Carolina colonists. Vegetables such a~ potatoes, lettuce,
coleworts, parsnips, turnips, carrots
and radishes, as well as aromatic
herbs and frail'ant flowers, were
conveniently grown in a sunny spot
near the door.
Other features
of the colonial
r
gardens are an old farm bell and a
farm wagon, which hold particular
attraction for blind children. Beyond the pioneer complex the trail
leads downward to the wild flower
and bog garpen bordering the
stream. More than 900 species of
wild flowers are being preserved
here by the Fort Hill Garden Club
of Clemson. The path continues
across a footbridge and up the hill
on the other side of the stream.
One of the project's major goals,
in addition to historic preservation
(extensive collection of native
plants) and garden therapy for the
handicapped, is the examination of
ecological changes that many native
plants undergo and the survival rate
of plants grown out of their natural
habitat. Plants receiving great emphasis are the Fraser magnolia, gardenia, poinsettia and Oconee bell
(shortia) along with rice, indigo,
cotton and sesame.
The project is the realization of a
dream Senn has had for many
years. It has gained the interest and
support of state and national organizations, including the South
Carolina Tricentennial Commission,
Horry County Historical Com-
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Senn and Ricky Godfrey, a student at the South Carolina School for the Deaf
and Blind, appeared on a TV show in Washington during the 1970 National
Lawn and Garden Week . The show was aired over 70 ETV stations.

m1ss1on, USDA, U.S. Department
of Interior and Smithsonian Institution.
As development of the gardens
continues, certain areas will be used
to teach mentally retarded children
about plants. Another section,
located near a parking area, will be
designed for senior citizens and
cripples. Brick or stone retaining
walls will border the trails, which
will be wide enough to accommodate wheelchairs. Emphasis will be
placed on a horticultural review of
the past 60 years in South Carolina-from the old-fashioned home
garden with collards and turnips in
fall to the famed sugar cane used
for syrup production in winter.
Spring will bring old-fashioned jonquils and many other familiar
flowers and medicinal herbs of the
nostalgic past.
Also planned is a meditation
garden near a second lake, with an
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island gazebo serving as the focal
point, and a Biblical Garden to be
located on the hills above the Pioneer Complex and Bog Garden.
Olive trees and other plants of the
Holy Land will be grown in Clemson greenhouses and transported in
tubs to the garden for the spring
and summer. Still another projected
segment is a formal garden with
fountains and statuary.
Clemson's Living Historical
Gardens are presently the only
gardens of the type in South Carolina, but Senn hopes that similar
multipurpose historical gardens will
be established in other parts of the
state. "It is a project that should
have been begun years ago," he observes. "Gardens portraying the historical importance of plants in the
lives of the people of South Carolina can preserve an important part
of our heritage and provide living
pictures of the gardens of yester-

year. They can also be invaluable in
other fields, as our braille trail is
demonstrating."
The Clemson horticulturalist
notes that plants for the blind
should be selected for growth form,
leaf arrangement, leaf type and
specialized modification (thorns,
spines, tendrils, air roots, bud formation). Some favorites for outdoor gardens are the Burford holly,
begonia, verbena, geranium, mint,
and such vegetables as tomatoes,
peppers, head cabbages, okra,
beans, sweet corn, onions,
pumpkins and eggplants. Senn,
1968 winner of both the regional
and the coveted national L.M. Ware
Distinguished Teacher awards,
would like to see more ornamental
plants, especially tropicals, grown
in homes, schools, offices and public buildings used by the blind.
Among those he recommends are a
species of snake plant with leathery
leaves, rubber plant, "Swiss cheese"
plant and chives.
The historical gardens are now
attracting more than 1,000 visitors
a week during the spring and
summer. They include scout troops,
high school science students, park
and recreation students, garden
clubs, senior citizens, the blind, the
mentally retarded and the general
public. The gardens are open to visitors from 8 a.m. to sundown. A
shelter is provided for picnickers
and a bamboo teahouse serves as a
refreshment center for garden club
meetings and other group activities.
As word of Clemson's Living Historical Gardens spreads, increasing
numbers of tourists will wend their
way to this beautiful and peaceful
retreat-an oasis where education,
research and therapy for the handicapped are uniquely combined with
living history, and where all people
may enrich their lives and renew
their spirits through close communion with nature.

Beth Ann Klosky, of Anderson, is
author of The Pendleton Legacy,
published by Sandlapper Press, Inc.
Sand lapper
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Banking today is more
than cashing checks and
making loans. It's new
roads ... new jobs and
skills ... new buildings...
new ideas
and opportunities. It's a
guaranteed
return on savings, security
for valuables,
a continuing
reserve of
credit, help
in starting a business, and
tax and trust information.
In short, it's one-stop
hand Ii ng of all your
money needs.
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Whether you're a native, or a newcomer, these
are the best times ever
for South Carolinians.
Over 7,000 people in 535
banking of•
f i c es a re
' BUSINESS I working to
DISTRICT
keep it that
- •
. way by help'.{' r Jt1W i ng ind ivid~ uals ~nd bu~inesses get
themostfrom
their financial
resources. Receptive to
new ideas, banks in South
Carolina welcome the opportunity to make things
happen. Stop by today!

Bank Week in South Carolina
May 7-13
Let a bank make something nice happen for you!

Litchfield Plantation. "One of the last civilized places."
John C. Tysen, Chairman of Previews.

Mr. Tysen refers to the way of life where privacy and quiet and
low-key elegance prevail. To the cared-for comfort of the Old South.
The luxurious leisure of a great delta plantation. Distinguished condominium villas and private homesites are secluded on 600 acres of
natural beauty and superb landscaping. Under moss-veiled live oaks
and cypresses. Bordering the waterways that wound around the original
grounds. A world apart. Every expected amenity for pleasure in a country estate atmosphere. Swimming pool and cabana, beach and beach
house, stables, marina. Golf, tennis, shooting, fishing. A clubhouse with
the aura of a private home. And the celebrated service and cuisine of
South Carolina plantation country. For further information about this
rare residential resort community, write Goble W. Bryant, Litchfield Plantation, BoxL6,Pawleyslsland, South Carolina29585. Or contact Previews.

'

Litchfield Plantation Company
International Marketing by

PREVIEWS INC-RESORT / DEVELO PM ENT DIVISION
3288 M Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20007 (202) 338-3511
This offering not available to residents of states where prohibited by law.
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bout 40 years ago a friend and I,
after a couple of weeks shooting quail in eastern Georgia,
started home via Savannah up the
coastal highway, heading for Beaufort, South Carolina, and thence
north. I don't know how that road
is nowadays-probably four lanes of
slick blacktop with a high divider,
and every few miles a MacDonald's
or Howard Johnson's. But in earlier
days it was a two-lane affair of cement and macadam, frequently
patched with crushed oyster shells.
It snaked along the banks of countless lonely bayous, through ghostly
marshes and under druid live oaks
bearded with spectral moss. It was a
lonely, spooky kind of trip, especially on a rainy Sunday evening
with few other folks traveling. It
seemed a long time between signs
of human habitation, while across
our headlight beams glided many a
furtive raccoon, deer, owl, or belated great blue heron.
We had run out of dog food that
morning and wanted to give our
English setters some supper, and we
kept looking for a roadside restaurant or country store. But none
hove up out of the dismal night.
Not until quite late did we come
upon a dimly lit shack in a piney
island and back from the road. Evidently this was some sort of emporium, for its decrepit sidings were
scabbed with the tin insignias of
Lucky Strike, Castoria, Lydia Pinkham's and the like. But for an oil
lantern set in a cobwebbed window
the place looked uninhabited, yet
when I knocked a rough voice
quickly said, "Come in!"
I received a lifetime shock. I had
never before been in or near this
part of the world, but the hulking,
disheveled, bewhiskered old white
man who received me said, very
courteously, "Why sure, Mr.
Martin. Bring your dogs right in."
I pretended to notice nothing,
but as I pressed the conversation
a bout dog chow and where we
would feed it (after seeing the in-
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'In Those
Rhododendrons'
f
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side of that shack, I preferred the
rainy outdoors) , this large derelict
in grimy overalls kept calling me by
name-"Yes, Mr. Martin ... Oh, of
course, Mr. Martin, just as you
like .... ", and so on-to the point
where (after he had brought out
two big tin plates of ham hocks and
black-eyed peas, and I had the dogs
happily wolfing these out in his
yard under my friend's watchful
eye) I went back in to the pro-

_.,

prietor and asked, "How come you
call me 'Mr. Martin'? You must
think that's my name."
"And so it is," says he. "It's
John Stuart Martin. I know perfectly well who you are. You went
to Princeton University, in the class
of 1923. [I did.] You were editor
of the college newspaper, the Daily
Princetonian. [I was.] In the spring
of 1922, you interviewed President
Warren G. Harding on a terrace at
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the home of the president of
Princeton, Dr. John G. Hibben. [I
had done exactly that.]
"At that time you and some
friends were planning to start a
weekly magazine which would condense the news. It would be called
Time, which had not been announced yet, but you told President Harding about it. As a former
newspaperman he gave you some
good advice, and wished you lots of
luck."
All this was, as we used to say in
New England, "as true as God made
little apples." It was enough to take
my breath away.
By this time, the man's accent
and his choice of words had let me
know he was no native of these
parts. But who in the world, and
what, was he to know such curious
· particulars about myself? I was certainly no celebrity, and he looked
like no one I had ever seen before,
yet his allusions were all, so far,
entirely accurate.
This I did not admit to him but,
on the contrary, continued ignoring
his prescience and challenging,
probing, to make him tell his own
story, to dispel what he was making
into a mischievous mystery. I almost felt that here must be some of
that "second sight" or clairvoyance
that one hears about as occurring in
backwoods settlements, especially
in the South, though usually among
voodooish colored folk rather than
well-spoken whites like this one.
I said, "Tell me, have you always
lived here, or just since recently?"
"Only the past five years," he replied. "Before that, in Savannah.
Before that, in Washington, D.C.,
and all over the United States. In
fact, all over the world!"
He put such emphasis, such
bravado, into this last that I followed up on it. "Then you've lived
high, wide and handsome, haven't
you?"
"Yes, Mr. Martin. Yes, I have. In
fact, I don't mind telling you something. For 20 years I served in the
U.S. Secret Service. During my last
26

seven years I was on the White
House detail." His voice had fallen
into a hoarse whisper. "Yes, sir,
these old eyes have seen American
history made as close up as can be."
I murmured an appropriate exclamation and started to frame
further leading questions but, once
started, this unlikely wreck of a
man needed no prompting. As if to
spotlight himself and more fully illuminate his subject, he turned up
his lantern's wick and launched into
a narrative that sounded thoroughly
rehearsed.
Born and raised in Kansas, Mike
Boyden (that was not quite his
name, but it will do) had joined the
secret service after two long hitches
in the Marine Corps. His assignment
to the White House detail came in
1916 under President Woodrow
Wilson, "a noble man ... whose
second wife was a very fine lady.
Her father was Galt, the big Washington jeweler, and she wore some
mighty fine pieces, though nothing
to touch what we had to take care
of later on."
When the Harding administration
began in 1921, ex-Agent Boyden
related, he was first assigned to
escort Mrs. Harding, "a frightening
woman." But later, after the Ohio
Gang had settled in and the little
green house on K Street was in full
swing, he was transferred to the
household of the President's chief
golf and poker crony, Publisher
Ned McLean of the Washington
Post. This worthy's wife, the
former Evalyn Walsh, a mining
heiress, owned the fabulous Hope
Diamond, and often wore it in
public. On these occasions Agent
Boyden's watchfulness had to focus
entirely on her and it, to the exclusion of all else. She appeared to
enjoy the attention, but for Boyden
it became tiresome, since she developed the habit of commandeering
his attendance whether she was
wearing the sparkler or not. Wherever she went with her lady
friends-out shopping, to teas or
charity bazaars, on cruises aboard

the McLean yacht-Mike Boyden
had to traipse along, much to the
merriment of his secret service
friends, whose duties were mostly
much juicier. His only escape was
when Mr. Harding went traveling.
Then the presidential bodyguard
was doubled or trebled and Boyden
could play more the part of a man.
When Sen. Tom Walsh of Montana (no kin to Mrs. McLean) blew
the whistle on the Ohio Gang for
the Teapot Dome, Elk Hills and assorted other scandals and pilferages,
the purge that swept Washington
before and after Harding's timely
death reached further than the
Justice and Navy departments and
the Veterans' Bureau; it penetrated
even the secret service, whence all
agents who had, or might have,
been privy to the Man from
Marion's virile peccadilloes were involuntarily retired, many of them
with fat endowments to ensure loss
of memory, and silence. Old Mike
Boyden, retired secret servant, gave
me to understand that his share of
the hush money came to a hefty
quarter million.
While the old codger broke off to
throw some wood into his stove, I
pondered what this long recital
might be leading up to. After he returned, I soon found out. I asked
him, "So whatever became of all
that money, to leave you stranded
out here in this little shack?"
Well, he resumed, he had always
liked the South so he looked
around down here and bought him
a fine steam laundry in Savannah.
Everything went along just dandy,
until one sorry night the plant
caught fire. The whole shooting
match burned to the ground-and
he had no insurance. He was just
about wiped out.
After trying one job and another,
he had moved out here and started
up this little store, which kept a
roof over his head and a few
victuals on the table. But he wasn't
entirely washed up yet, no sirree!
He had a project going that would
make him lots of money, he saidSandlapper
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"and that's where you come in, Mr.
Martin. The hand of Providence is
in it, your knocking on my door
tonight."
Boyden got up again, shuffled
into a curtained alcove, and came
back lugging a half dozen shoeboxes tied with string. He placed
these on the floor and started untying them as he explained:
"I've been writing my memoirs.
In here I've set down the secret
history of the Harding administration as seen from inside the White
House. I've nearly finished, and all I
need now is to get my manuscript
to a publisher. I'm perfectly sure,
Mr. Martin, that you can do that.
I'll give you a good, big commission
out of the profits, Mr. Martin, and
leave the arrangements up to you."
By now he had some of the
boxes open and his "manuscript"
bulged into view. It consisted of
bale upon bale of penciled scrawls
on scraps of all kinds of paperye 11 ow pads, school notebooks,
lined ledger pages, used envelopes,
even brown grocery sacks, and
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figured shelf and wallpaper. I examined some of it and found the
penmanship crude but legible, the
spelling and syntax execrable but
perfectly clear in meaning. Just in
passing, I saw such names as
Daugherty, Fall, Den by, Sinclair,
Doheny-and even Nan Britton. I
could plainly see that, whether or
not he had been paid to "forget,"
old Boyden had done nothing of
the kind.
I asked if he planned to have all
this farrago typed out so it could be
read coherently.
"I'll leave that up to you, Mr.
Martin," he said. "If you think it
shouid be done, I'll pay for it out
of the proceeds."
I had an inspiration. "Tell you
what," I said. "I know Mr. Nelson
Doubleday, the New York publisher. We'll be driving near his plantation, 'Bonnie Hall,' just above
Charleston tomorrow on our way
home. I'll drop this stuff of yours
off for him to look at. Then he can
get in touch and tell you what he
can do."

You'd have thought I was Santa
Claus fresh down the chimney.
With the confidence of the unlettered and the ego of the conspiratorial, old Mike Boyden now considered his "memoirs" as good as
printed and paid for. He wrung my
hand again and again, and pressed
upon me a drink of umpty-proof
white mule. He rummaged around
for a cottonpicker's long gunny
sack to stuff his shoeboxes into,
and fastened the neck with baling
twine. While he was doing this I led
him back to the question of how he
knew so much about myself.
"I take it you were with President Harding's party when he viss
ited Princeton that day in 1922."
"That's right, Mr. Martin. I certainly was."
"And I suppose the secret service
'cased the joint' before his arrival,
and had a complete dossier on
everyone who would be introduced?"
"Of course. We had to know
every little thing, and take no
chances."
"But how did you know what he
and I actually talked about, exactly
what he said to me and I to him?
There was no script for that."
"Well, Mr. Martin," chuckled old
Mike Boyden. "Do you remember
where your chairs were on that
tiled terrace of Dr. Hibben's?"
"Yes, I do. We sat out in the
southwest corner."
'' And do you remember the
planting around that corner?"
"Why, yes, I guess there were
some geraniums, in boxes, and a lot
of bordering shrubbery-evergreens,
azaleas, laurels, rhododendronsstuff like that."
"Exactly, Mr. Martin. Exactly.
You have a good memory. Well sir,
you see-" and Mike Boyden 's voice
dropped again into that ominous
whisper-"! was in those rhododendrons, all the time!"

John Stuart Martin is a free-lance
writer from Great Meadows, New
Jersey.
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ith his automobile broken
down on a roadside deep in
Mexico, the stranded motorist
waved frantically to passing traffic
without response. Rural Mexico,
where roadside robbery is no unusual phenomenon, offers little incentive for a motorist to play the
role of Good Samaritan. Car after
car whizzed past the luckless Mexican without a second glance or a
slowdown by the drivers.
Suddenly, an automobile with a
South Carolina license plate glided
to a stop, backed up, and the help
long sought became a reality.
Though his home was separated
from Mexico by some 3,000 miles
and he spoke only English, the
South Carolinian did what he knew
he must: rescue a fellow Mason in
distress. Only a Mason could have
recognized the international Masonic call for aid which the Mexican
was transmitting by hand signal.
The tourist is one of an estimated 70,000 Masons in Sandlapper country who would have
done precisely the same thing. For
lending a helping hand to a member
of the international order, no
matter what his nationality or professional calling, has been expected
in Masonry since the birth of the
order in times so historic as to
escape record.
Few South Carolinians are aware
of it, but Masonry and two of its
major senior orders had their first
American organization in our state,
though so many early records were
destroyed-or else never kept-that
establishing an unquestionable history of the growth of the three
orders is difficult if not impossible
to compile two centuries later.
Although Masonic pioneers were
among the earliest settlers of America, there was no chartered organization until a small group of
members in Charles Town- no one
is certain how many-asked for and
received a charter from the Grand
Lodge in England in 1735, designating the local Blue Lodge the Solomon Lodge No. 1, the name it
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Birthplace
of American
Freemasonry
By Tom Hamrick

Sandlapper

- Photos by Edwin H . Stone

The Masonic Temple in Charleston, left, is headquarters for the city's York Rite
and for several Blue Lodges. Above: An interior view of the Meeting Street temple.

pridefully retains. Organized
Masonry in America held its first
sitting in a tavern owned by Charles
Shephead at the comer of Broad
and Church streets on Thursday,
Oct. 28, 1736.
The first three degrees of Masonry-the famed Blue Lodgesconstitute the cornerstone on
which all other Masonic blocks are
built. After completing these degrees, easily accomplished in as
little as a month, a Mason is eligible
to move up the steps in the order to
what is considered the high school
and college of Masonry, either the
York Rite or its parallel organization, the Scottish Rite. A few
Masons join both senior orders.
However, according to South Carolina statistics-as vouched for by
several Masonic leaders-approxiMay-June 1972

mately 80 percent of Masons never
progress beyond the three Blue
Lodge degrees. No member can join
either of the senior organizations
without first volunteering himself
for acceptance in the Blue Lodge
lower order and working his way
through the required three basic
degrees. But even after being accepted in either-or both-of the
more exalted orders, he also must
remain a Blue Mason.
The Commandery of the York
Rite was organized in Charleston in
1780. The initial members of the
Commandery of the York Riteconstituting the three senior degrees of that organization-came to
Charleston from either Barbados or
France, but chapter historians are
not certain which.
On May 31, 1801, the Supreme

Council of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Free Masonry in America was founded at
the site of the original 1736 meeting in Charles Town. For the next
century, Charleston was to serve as
the Scottish Rite's headquarters for
the lower half of the United States,
with a jurisdiction extending from
Cuba to the mid-Pacific. Early in
the 1900s the "southern capital"
was moved to Washington, D.C.,
however, where it now occupies a
huge, marble-columned building.
Presently, the York Rite in
Charleston shares its quarters, a
former World War II USO building
in downtown Charleston, with several Blue Lodges. The structure was
purchased soon after the end of the
war and was developed into the
city's largest Masonic Temple. The
Scottish Rite in Charleston, which
in recent years has experienced
hard times, including the sale of its
former temple to an insurance firm
a quarter century ago, holds its
meetings on the second and third
floors over a drugstore in central
Charleston.
Today there are 33 Masonic
chapters in South Carolina; the
Scottish Rite has chapters in
Charleston, Columbia, Greenville,
Spartanburg and Aiken, and the
York Rite has 18 commanderies in
the state.
The word "volunteer" is a must
in Masonry. There is no recruiting,
though some Masons wish they
could, and to invite even a blood
relative to join the order violates
the oath of Masonry and subjects
the perpetrator to penalty.
Another strict rule: No matter
how great or small the membership
of a Masonic lodge, one anonymous
blackball can prohibit an applicant's acceptance, no matter who in
the lodge recommends him. One applicant "has been trying unsuccessfully to be accepted for more than
30 years and he still hasn't made
it," a member of a Charleston Blue
Lodge said. Every aspirant must be
willing to risk the blackball ritual
29

though Masonry, as ascribed, forbids personal animosity to stand in
the way of acceptance. "Human
beings are human beings, and sometimes a Mason violates the ethics of
the organization by blackballing
someone he simply doesn't like.
But it shouldn't be done without
justification," a member candidly
conceded.
Masons complain that too often
the uninitiated regard Masonry as a
"rich man's organization," and this
kind of adverse public relations has
likely caused many potential
members to shy away. Yet, dues are
relatively low; even going beyond
the first three degrees of Masonry,
into the York or Scottish rites,
costs only slightly more than $100
in initiation fees, and annual dues
are about what it costs to fill an
automobile gas tank.
Members of Blue Masonry wear
civilian clothing to their meetings,
but the advanced echelons in the
two rites are "uniformed orders"
and, as such, sport a variety of
official, flashy costumes which
would shame a sultan's elite guard.
Some of the dress costumes may
cost $100 or more. Many members
take them home after meetings,
fearing they might be stolen by
thieves breaking in. "Although only
the Lord knows what a thief would
ever do with one of our uniforms,"
one York Rite member said. "If he
ever wore it out of his bedroom,
he'd stick out like a sore thumb on
a one-fingered man."
The single thing which disturbs
most Masons-whether they are
members on the first rung of the
Masonic ladder or are Shriners, the
flamboyant pinnacle of the orderis that the general public considers
the entire operation a mysterious,
closed society. It has been the nonMason rather than the Mason himself who has caused this image,
lodge members insist. Anyone who
believes in a Supreme Being can
become a Mason, if all other credentials are in good order. These
credentials stipulate that the appli30

Right: The oldest York Rite commandery flag in America is displayed by Leonard C.
Ripley, left, and J.H. Wynn, both members of the Charleston lodge. It is the only
commandery flag depicting a cross. Below: The altar in Charleston's Masonic Lodge.

cant must be at least 21 and a man
of excellent character, as vouched
for by a committee of three appointees who explore his background. "The committee even talks
with the applicant's wife to learn
what she says about him, and
whether she, too, wants him to
enter Masonry," according to
Leonard C. Ripley, a past commander of the Commandery of the
York Rite in the Port City. But it is
the fact that outsiders are never admitted to the inner council of meetings, nor made privy to the several
key secrets of Masonic meeting mechanics, which has created the
mysterious image of the organization, Ripley contends.
"Everything about Masonry can
be found in the Bible," Ripley insists, but he admits that the ritual is
so "coded" that even an open book
on Masonry would be "meaningless
to the average person. I guess the
best way to describe Masonry is
that it is not a secret organization
but rather an organization with a
lot of secrets."
One Mason can quickly identify
another even in a crowded room
simply with a signal, a handshake or
a few carefully chosen words,
Ripley points out. Verbally, an exchange between Masons can be a bit
like the "sign and countersign" the

military has, he claims. "I can say
something and if I don't get the
proper response, then I know the
individual with whom I'm talking
isn't a Mason."
In the brotherhood of Masonry,
no Mason is ever allowed to go
hungry because he is jobless and
destitute, according to Cecil Drow a ter, secretary of the Scottish
Rite chapter in Charleston. It is the
responsibility of the order not only
to help tide a fellow member over
during a crisis but also to find him a
job, if possible.
Since the particular religious application of members is never questioned, in the ranks of Masonry are
members of virtually every church
and creed. "Although the Catholic
Church once frowned on its
members' joining a Masonic lodge,
things have changed considerably in
these later days and we now have
Catholics in Masonry," a ranking
Blue Lodge member reports. A
Buddhist, Muslim or any believer in
a living, higher power can join, and
the type of faith goes unchallenged.
After an individual is accepted
into Masonry, he is expected to
balance himself on a God-fearing
tightrope, setting examples of Sam aritanism and brotherhood
worthy of emulation. If a lodge
member strays-and some do, ad-
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mittedly-he is called before the
court of Masonry and subjected to
trial. If a member is given a jail sentence, he can be suspended or disbarred from Masonry. "We'll even
try a wife beater, if we have proof,"
one member says.
Masonry in America blends with
its religious devotion patriotism and
love of flag and freedom. Additionally, members of the various orders
engage in a considerable number of
charity benefits, perhaps the best
known of which are the annual high
school Shrine Bowl football games.
Profits from their efforts are channeled into a bevy of causes, ranging
from a crippled children's hospital
to an eye clinic.
Masons encounter the same problem which harasses Rotarians, Kiwanians, Optimists and other service organizations: getting a full attendance at meetings, usually held
monthly. It is the candid concern
of some Masons that the organization has been allowed to slip in importance in the minds of some of
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its members in this busy 20th cen•
tury. "Unless a member
has a very
good excuse, he is expected to attend every meeting, but ,-trying to
get them out anymore is a problem
which is growing with the times," a
key official in Masonry says. Outside competition is keen-business,
parties and the movies on television
numbering among the attendance
thieves.
As with records of many another
Charleston organization during the
Civil War, when Gen. Sherman
seemed destined to head toward the
Port City, Masonic records regarded
as invaluable and irreplaceable were
rushed to Columbia for safekeeping. But it was there, ultimately,
that Sherman applied the torch. A
similar thing must have happened
to Masonic records in other times
and countries because some ranking
members of the organization insist
that no one really knows when
Masonry first began. Most likely it
sprang from somewhere in the
Middle East, then broadened to

Europe and thence worldwide.
Costumery of certain aspects of the
York and Scottish rites has a
Middle Eastern flavor, historically
in · keeping with their recognized
Oriental past.
One legend-perhaps containing
more fact than fancy-dates Masonry to the building of King Solomon's temple in times which considerably predate Christ. It was to
be a work of art and each stonemason, in his pride, allegedly affixed his own special marking on
the individual stones of the monarch's temple.
Nobody needs a Solomon's
temple today, but Masonry still has
a tendency to think about the centuries'-old original blocks. The difference is that in this day and time
the block the Mason is supposed to
hew so finely is called humanity
and faith.

Lt. Col. USA (Ret.) Tom Hamrick
is a free-lance writer from Mount
Pleasant.
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ontrary to the adage known to
every school child, East isn't
East and West isn't West. For the
twain have met. In Turkey. Not
only does the country straddle the
Bosporus and Dardanelles, those
narrow, deep-running bodies of
water which geographically separate
Europe from Asia, but the culture
encompasses both continents as
well. On city streets old women
garbed in baggy, ankle-length pants
and the traditional <;a1"$flf, a head
covering which conceals the body
from head to thighs, walk arm-inarm with mini-skirted teen-agers.
On the radio, Turkish folkloric
music alternates with the compositions of Beethoven and Bacharach. In restaurants, succulent
dolmas and kebabs may be served
with American colas or Turkish imitations of these beverages.
The European sector of Turkey,
known as Thrace, constitutes only
about three percent of the
country's area, and it is on this
southeastern tip of Europe that the
commercial center of Istanbul is
situated. A 10-cent ferry ride away,
across the Bosporus, is the Asian
portion of the city, located in that
part of the country known as Anatolia, the Turkish heartland which
stretches nearly 1,000 miles east to
the border countries of Russia,

C

Antiquities depicting diverse cultures
abound in Turkey, from troglodyte
churches in the valley of Goreme (above)
to Ottoman mosques in Istanbul (right).
-All photos by Delmar L. Roberts

Iran, Iraq and Syria.
Turkey, geographically the crossroads between East and West, for
centuries has been exposed to the
influences of the West. But in the
past half century Westernization
was hastened immensely through
the influence of a single man-Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. An ingenious
military officer, he resolved to overthrow the empire of the Ottoman

Turks who had been in power
nearly six centuries. Once this was
accomplished, he adopted a system
of parliamentary democracy which
shows British and U.S. influences.
He was elected the country's first
president, a title he held until
death in 1938.
In his quest to modernize
Turkey. Ataturk brought about
sweeping social change, including
the abolition of the supreme authority of the Muslim caliph, secularization of schools and social life,
emancipation of women and the introduction of the Latin alphabet to
replace the Arabic. In introducing
the use of Western-style surnames
for Turks, he bestowed upon himself an appropriate one-Atatiirk
4
( ' Father of Turks").
Sites of archeological significance
pervade Turkey from western Troy,
excavated in the late 19th century
by Heinrich Schliemann, to eastern
Ani, which made news some
months past when Russian planes
confronted a U.S. craft over this
border village. The Hittites, Lydians, Phrygians, Carians, Dorians,
Aeolians, Ionians, Cimmerians,
Bithynians, Persians, Greeks,
Romans, Byzantines, Seljuks and
Ottoman Turks contributed to the
vast assortment of antiquities. And
even before these civilizations were

By Delmar L. Roberts
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Top: Rural Turkish families, rather than using individual plates, often eat directly from
bowls of food heaped on a tray about which they seat themselves on cushions. Above:
Although hand-knotted Oriental rugs are crafted in various sections of the country,
those from the vicinity of Kayseri in eastern Anatolia are particularly noteworthy.

the peoples of the paleolithic and
neolithic periods, known anthropologically if not historically.
Although Turkish history dates
from the fourth millennium before
the Christian era, it is the latter
period with which Westerners are
most familiar. Yet, even though we
recognize place names, we are not
always aware that these are located
in present-day Turkey, for in biblical references the territory is
called Asia Minor. Within the present boundaries of Turkey are about
40 different localities referred to in
the New Testament, among the best
known of which are Ephesus, tra34

ditionally the last home of the
Virgin Mary and the site where St.
John wrote his gospel; Antioch
(present Antakya), where the name
"Christian" was first applied to the
followers of Christ; and Tarsus, the
birthplace of St. Paul.
Other than its antiquities,
Turkey's greatest touristic assets are
its 4,200 miles of beaches. For this
reason, the two cities other than
Istanbul and Ankara which are
most familiar to Americans are
Izmir and Antalya, both on the seacoast, the Aegean and Mediterranean, respectively.
Izmir is little more than an

hour's drive from two of the best
Aegean beach resorts, Ayvahk to
the north and Ku~adas1 to the
south. Also, Izmir serves as a vantage point in that Ephesus and Pergamum, the two most extensive
ruins in Turkey, are short drives
from the city and accessible by organized tours.
Antalya, on the Turkish Riviera,
is the city from which to begin a
Mediterranean beach-hopping trip,
for the province of Antalya has
more than 300 miles of beaches
that extend both east and west of
the province capital. An hour's
drive east is Side, once the principal
slave market of the Mediterranean
but now a fishing village. Tourism is
rapidly developing and tourists are
bused there daily to view the
Roman, Greek and Byzantine ruins,
particularly the 25,000-seat Hellenistic theatre.
An hour's drive from Side is
Alanya, a modern beach resort
dominated by the massive Red
Tower which was constructed to
protect a 13th-century shipyard.
Successive three-hour journeys
along the Mediterranean east of
Alanya are the towns of Anamur,
Silifke and Mersin, each of which
has a pleasant beach yet different in
character from the others.
In contrast to the dry Mediterranean and Aegean coasts, where
practically no rain falls during the
long summer months, along the
Black Sea coast there is ample rainfall year round. The abundance of
rain, particularly in the east, has restrained somewhat the development
of beaches here. Yet, this coast will
particularly appeal to those who
wish to avoid commercialism.
Traveling east from Samsun to
Ordu, Giresun and Trabzon, spectacular natural beaches await discovery at practically every turn in
the road. For history buffs, Trabz on, a centuries-old walled city
along the East-West caravan route,
alone is worth the trip. And carved
from a sheer precipice in cloudshrouded mountains nearby is
Sumela Monastery, whose frescoed
Sand lapper
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chapel has been called the most important of all Byzantine buildings.
Istanbul, with its palatial
mosques, treasure-packed Topkapi
Palace and bargain-filled Grand
Bazaar, has more than enough to
keep and entertain the tourist who
prefers city life to beach resort. But
to see only Istanbul is not to know
Turkey; one must visit the cities of
central and eastern Anatolia in
order to gain some understanding
of the cultural and architectural influence of the country's invaders of
past centuries. The four central
cities which offer most to the tourist are Ankara, Konya, Kayseri and
Erzurum.
The capital city of Ankara, in
west-central Turkey, is a sprawling
metropolis which grew from a small
town in 1923, when it became the
capital of the Turkish republic, to
its present population of about a
million· inhabitants. Among its attractions is the Ankara Archeologic al Museum where the world's
foremost collection of artifacts
from the Hittite period, dating
from about 2000 B.C., is displayed.
Some archeologists believe that
Ankara was founded by the powerful Hittites, whose capital, Hattuljalj, was located nearby. The
city's other principal attraction is
the colossal mausoleum of Ataturk,
a columned stone structure, 70 feet
in height and occupying more than
42,000 square feet.
Located almost exactly in the
center of Anatolia and at the foot
of the country's second-highest
mountain is the city of Kayseri,
built on the site of ancient
Caesarea. Architecturally, the city
is one of Turkey's most exciting,
with a Byzantine fortress, octagonal
stone tombs with conical roofs, a
lead-domed mosque, and a medical
school and two theological schools
with finely worked Seljuk portalsall dominated by Mount Erciyas'
snow-covered peaks. But more important to the casual tourist is
Kayseri's importance as a rug-making center. The vivid hues of new
Oriental rugs and kilims from
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A CHARLESTONIAN
SERVED AS ADVISOR
TO A TURKISH SULT AN

A South Carolina engineer made a contribution to Turkey's economic progress in the three-quarter-century period which preceded the
establishing of the Turkish republic. In 1846, John Lawrence Smith of
Charleston, upon recommendation by President James Buchanan, was
invited by Sultan Abdul-Medjid I to come to Asia Minor as a consultant
on improving cotton production. Belated results of his counsel yet can
be found in the form of vast irrigated cottonfields which span the
Aegean and Mediterranean coasts.
As an inducement for Smith to remain in Turkey , the sultan created
a mining engineering post for him. In this capacity, Smith discovered
sources of chrome, coal and emery-an improved variety of corundum
or aluminum oxide. Currently Turkey, which produces 13 percent of
the world's supply of chrome ore, ranks with Russia and the Republic of
South Africa in the production of this mineral. Coal is the mineral first
in volume of production, and emery, in demand as an abrasive or
polishing substance, remains an important export. Thus, Smith 's pioneering in mining probably was his most enduring contribution to Turkey.
Smith also discovered two new minerals while examining a pitchblende specimen in the vicinity of Edirne. One he named liebigite and
the other medjidite in honor of the sultan. Among other accomplishments was his analysis of thermal waters from 20 different localities,
waters held in esteem since Greek and Roman times but which previously never had been scientifically analyzed.
So great were the benefits reaped from Smith's agricultural and
mining endeavors that he was decorated by the sultan and given many
valuable gifts. Nevertheless, he chose to return to Charleston in 1850.

craftswomen in the nearby mountains, as well as the muted colors of
antique rugs salvaged from the surrounding villages, brighten downtown shop windows and scores of
tiny cubicles in the local bazaar.
In the valley of Goreme west of
Kayseri is one of the world's most
spectacular natural formations-a
landscape often described as a
moonscape. Here the soft volcanic
rock has been eroded by the elements into thousands of surrealistic
formations-chimneys, cones,
spires, needles. About 1,200 years
ago, Christians sought refuge in this
valley and tunneled into the surrounding rocks. The result is 365
troglodyte churches, many decorated with Byzantine. frescoes

which remain practically as fresh
looking as when painted. Entire
underground cities are still being
discovered in this remote region.
Forming a triangle with Kayseri
and Ankara is Konya, once the
center of the Order of the Whirling
Dervishes, a religious sect founded
by mystic poet Mevlana Celaleddin
Rumi, whose followers performed a
whirling, hands-over-head ritual
dance. The republican regime
banned the religious order, along
with a number of other sects, but
the monastery remains and houses
the mausoleum of Mevlana and a
museum of Islamic art. Many other
13th-century Seljuk mosques and
other religious edifices date from
the period when Konya was the
35

capital of the Seljuk Empire.
Perhaps the city richest in Seljuk
architecture is Erzurum, the easternmost of Turkey's large cities.
The facades of several medreses
(theological schools), mosques and
tombs exhibit the delicate stone
workmanship of the Seljuks. A
fifth-century Roman fortress, later
rebuilt by the Byzantines and
Turks, serves as a reminder that
Erzurum was the easternmost point
in the sprawling Roman Empire.
No country can offer as many
archeological ruins as Turkey; or is
bounded by more major bodies of
water; or has a climate more suited
to vacation living. Among those
taking notice have been the French
and Germans, whose numbers in
Turkey have increased sixfold during the past decade. American and
Canadian tourists have doubled during the same period. Turkey seems
destined for yet another incursion,
but this time a friendly one-a tourist invasion.
Far left: Side, once a thriving
Mediterranean seaport but now
a fishing village, has a 25,000-seat
theatre which is currently being
restored. Left: At the Aegean
resort town of Ayvaltk, boats
used for fishing and to transport
vacationers to local beaches
line the harbor. Above: The
Grooved Minaret at Antalya
was added in the 13th century
to a Byzantine church when it
was converted to a mosque .
Presently the structure is part of
the local Archeological Museum .
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ee Settlemyre, executive director of the
Children's Nature Museum of York County, is
a complete performance
administrator. He will
risk his life in the jungle
to bring back for mounting a man-eating lion or
other wild beast. With a
talented brush, he will
paint a portrait for the
museum's fine arts hall
or perhaps produce a hundred-foot-long natural habitat background for an exotic display.
Settlemyre is equally at home balancing a teacup on his knee and
talking to a woman's club about
flora and fauna, or impressing politicians and philanthropists with the
needs of the museum, something
always uppermost in his mind.
Unassuming, soft spoken, he has
a simple explanation: "It's my
job."
As a result, a drive through the
pleasant countryside to the Children's Nature Museum of York
County, near Rock Hill, may equal
a safari into darkest Africa; a trek
into South America to the land of
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By Harper S. Gault
the Ecuadorian tribal headshrinkers
along the Amazon; a flight to both
Arctics, home of the polar bear and
white-vested penguin; a perusal of
world curios and scientific discoveries; and many more exciting
and interesting experiences.
From a small beginning in 1950,
the museum has grown into a
million-dollar-plus facility which
attracts national attention. Its

Stans African Hall, named for
benefactor Maurice H. Stans, displays the greatest variety of African hoofed animal species in the
world. (Chicago is second with its
Museum of Natural History, the
former Fields Museum.) Last year
almost 100,000 visitors came to
the York County museum from
many parts of the United States
and 23 foreign countries.
The idea for a museum grew out
of the dedicated enthusiasm of a
group of young women-the Rock
Hill Junior Welfare League. They
envisioned a place where youngsters might, in the language of the
junior leaguers, "gratify their
natural interest in the arts, science
and nature by actually doing and
undertaking serious study in the
guise of fun."
They put several years of intensive planning into their project,
visiting and obtaining information
about other museums. From the
William T. Hornaday Memorial
Foundation they obtained plans to
guide a local architect, and from
this and similar organizations over
the country came considerable
museum material. Sparked by
junior league efforts, the idea
caught fire and became community-wide in scope. Consequently, a
Children's Nature Museum board
made up of 12 interested York
County citizens was formed to
work toward establishing the institution.
The museum opened Aug. 4,
1950, with one paid employee,
Director John L. Stoutenburgh Jr.,
who remained only a short time
before going to work in New York.
There was a wealth of volunteer
service from the Junior Welfare
League and other civic groups. Mrs.
J .R. Snypp, chairman of the
league's committee for starting the
museum and a moving force in the
whole undertaking, acted as director while there was no paid executive.
The league's dream was realized.
Though small-a building of some
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6,000 square feet and only a
modest number of exhibits-it was
a good start. And while similar
institutions had departments designed to interest youths, York
County's became the first structure
in the nation erected solely as a
children's nature museum. It grew
with interest and help from York
County individuals and organizations as well as from southeastern
and national foundations.
Settlemyre took charge of the
museum in spring 1951, signaling
the beginning of a steady development. He is a man with an unusual
combination of talents. His keen
love of nature and the things which
make up the out-of-doors began at
age six and may be traced to one
word-Tarzan. When he was 12, he
learned taxidermy through a correspondence course. He became a
big-game hunter and, in the parlance of the sport, has "collected"
specimens from all over the world
including North, South and Central
America; Europe; and Africa. His
collections have included a lion,
elephant and jaguar; one of the rar-All photos by Joel Ni<:~~

est specimens in the world, the
white-tailed gnu; and the most dangerous of all hunted animals, the
cape buffalo. In recognition of his
knowledge of big game, he was
appointed official reporter of African game measurements for the
sou th eastern United States by
Rowland & Ward, big-game recorders in London.
As one of the country's top
artists, Settlemyre is listed in Who 's
Who in American Arts and Who's
Who in the South and Sou th west.
He has studied in prominent
schools of this country and did
postgraduate work at the Louvre in
Paris. His paintings have been exhibited in leading galleries of the
world, including the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh; Museum of Fine
Arts, Salt Lake City; Corcoran Art
Gallery, Washington; Sorbonne
School of Fine Arts, Paris; Stans'
Collection, Los Angeles; and in
various collections over the Carolin as. He is the only Southern
painter who has won a national
award for portraiture at the National Gallery of Art in Washington.

Settlemyre has been described
by members of the Junior Welfare
League as a businessman, teacher,
sociologist, baby-sitter and friend.
He was born in Hickory, North
Carolina, and spent his youth in
Kings Mountain. He and his wife,
the former Ora Suggs of Gastonia,
North Carolina, became interested
in community affairs and the
nature museum when they bought
and restored the old Jack Bratton
colonial home at McConnells, a
short distance west of Rock Hill.
Soon after becoming museum director, he made a lasting and profitable friendship with Maurice H.
Stans, former secretary of commerce. He went to Chicago to see
Stans about a gift of animal heads
and convinced the philanthropist ·
that the entire body of a beast,
mounted, would make a better
trophy. Stans became keenly interested in the Rock Hill museum,

A view of the Stans African Hall containing 160 specimens-the world's largest
collection of African hoofed animals.

Closeups of
animals in the
Stans African
Hall collection.
From left:
Gazelles, kudus,
barbary sheep.
The hall
was named
for former
Secretary
of Commerce
Maurice H.
Stans, who
contributed
funds for
the museum
and financed
safaris for
director Lee
Settlemyre
and himself .

financed safaris for Settlemyre and
himself, contributed about
$300,000, through the Stans Foundation, and in other ways aided in
the development of the institution.
Stans and his wife have visited the
museum several times.
On one safari to Africa, Settlemyre "collected" considerably
more than he had anticipated. He
bagged a man-eating lion which a
few days earlier had killed the
brother of a native tribal chief.
Lo cal custom dictated that the
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slayer of the lion would come into
possession of everything owned by
the victim of the beast. Consequently, Settlemyre inherited five
wives-one the mother of two of
the others-a herd of goats and a
flock of chickens.
At first he tried to sell the idea
that he was already a married man
with a wife and three children back
in McConnells, South Carolina.
This didn't work because he
learned right away that to desert or
turn his back on his new "family"

would leave them in disgrace and
poverty . Then he turned to the
chief for help. The fellow seemed
to have the earmarks of a corrupt
politician, so Settlemyre went to
work. He put on a pretty good act
of allowing himself to be outbargained in the sale of his harem and
livestock. Thus he saved the honor
of his five wives and, incidentally,
afforded considerable amusement
for Maurice Stans.
Early in Settlemyre's tenure, the
Museum Auxiliary was formed to
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help conduct classes in crafts and
other work. Mrs. A.C. Patterson Jr.
was the first president. Because of
her knowledge of the program and
her desire to serve, she became
Settlemyre's assistant and has continued on the staff with the present
title of docent, or lecturer and
teacher.
As a center promoting the physical and natural sciences, the nature
museum has proved itself a needed
cultural area, as evidenced by a successful referendum in 1956 approving a one-mill county tax levy for
its support and development, thus
relieving the United Fund and
other regular contributing agencies
of their annual responsibilities.
With the levy came the setup of a
board of five directors, one from
each of the county's four school
districts, and one at large, nominated by the legislative delegation

for appointment by the governor.
The institution outgrew its first
home and in 1967 moved to much
larger accommodations on a beautiful, 23-acre facility on Mount Gallant Road in the heart of York
County. Land purchased was part
of the former Tom Neely estate,
site of the old Belmont community
and post office. Again, assistance
came from local and other sources
to augment county funds for the
new structure. The Stans African
Hall was opened in fall 1969. The
new museum building, more than
67,000 square feet, is so designed
that the visitor may inspect its 10
exhibit halls-with scores of interesting items in connecting corridors-without retracing his steps.
Outside is a zoo and nature trails.
Names of trees, shrubs and flowers
are labeled. The 1971 audit placed
the value of the building at over

$356,500 and the real estate at
$6,850. With exhibits, the overall
total was better than $779,500.
Upcoming additions in 1972 would
push the total worth past $1 million.
Expansion has necessitated a
growing staff in recent years, including two full-time curators who
expertly handle the big and continuing job of taxidermy. They are
Arthur Von Settlemyre, Lee's son,
a successful big-game hunter and
naturalist in his own right, and
John F. Schneider, a top man in
the field who left his own studio in
Clifton, New Jersey , to come to
York County. Settlemyre trained
Larry Yarborough, curator-painter.
Among other duties, Yarborough
assists in producing backgrounds
for the increasing number of displays. There's a secretary-bookkeeper and two custodial helpers
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Visitors observe some of the museum's bird and fish displays. At upper right,
Settlemyre stands in front of the 23-acre museum complex. Settlemyre,
who took charge of the museum in 1951, is recognized as one of the
country's top artists and big-game hunters. He learned taxidermy
at the age of 12 and has collected specimens from all over the world .

on the regular staff. Governmentally funded groups like Mainstream and Neighborhood Youth
assist in the work from time to
time.
Volunteers from the Museum
Auxiliary, composed of interested
men and women, the Youth Guide
Service, and the York County
Nature Museum Artists' League
provide further services. The regular staff and volunteers make possible classes in a host of subjects including art and sculpture, various
fields of nature study, natural history, taxidermy, photography, Indian lore and a goodly number of
crafts. Studies are added as need
and interest require.
A tour of the museum and
grounds might take hours, or it
could require a day for the visitor
to see and absorb everything offered.
A stop in the modern 300-seat
auditorium will kindle interest immediately. Its wall murals depict
Bible translations from what was in
the beginning the unwritten language of South American native
tribes.
There's always a display hanging
in the fine arts hall. The museum's
artists' league arranges to show
traveling exhibits of well-known
artists as well as their own work.
This group, including housewives
and businessmen, meets with
Settlemyre twice a week to study
art and sculpture . They com mis-
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sioned their teacher to do a selfportrait, which they presented to
the museum to commemorate his
21st anniversary as director.
Any tour calls for a lengthy stop
in the Stans African Hall with its
more than 160 specimens-the
world's greatest collection of
hoofed African animals. Among
the rarest is a bongo, a member of
the antelope family, burnished red
with white stripes. Looking down
from his height of 19 feet is a giraffe. There's an ostrich, a worldrecord giant eland and a 51h-foot
pigmy elephant, to be joined soon
by a 7 -ton monster of his family
which was collected by Von Settlemyre last year in Tanzania. And on
hand is one of the smallest hoofed
animals, the dik-dik, about a foot
high at the shoulder.
In the hall of industry, planned
to feature manufacturing of the
area and elsewhere, is a replica of
Bowater's paper mill. One of the
newest additions here is the Edison ia exhibit from Thomas A.
Edison's workshop. Among items
are an early telephone, cylinder
records, mouth-blown electric
bulbs, a picture on the cover of an
1872 Harper's Weekly showing
Edison at work, and a letter in the
hand of Adm. Richard E. Byrd
thanking the inventor for insulating
the plane for the explorer's flight
over the Arctic. Here, too, is a
model of the prehistoric tyrannosaur. Settlemyre, who likes the idea

of pleasing the children with this
Alley Oop creature, vows it is 90
million years old.
Whereas one mounted jaguar
might be considered an impressive
exhibit, the South American Hall
has a family of three. There also
are other animals, birds, artifacts of
Indian culture, and specimens from
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countries of the Southern Hemisphere. And staring out of a glass
case is a shrunken head, a war
trophy of an Amazon tribe.
Collected by Adm. Robert E.
Peary is a tremendous polar bear, a
central figure in the natural history
hall. (Incidentally, it took a truckload of epsom salts to create the
snow setting for the bear.) Of
scientific education value is a display of the syringe and test vial
used by Dr. Jonas Salk when he
discovered the polio virus in the
liver of the rhesus monkey. A
mounted specimen of the monkey,
used also in the pioneering of
outer-space research, is in the exhibit. And nearby the monkey is
Bill Lee II, a bald eagle-our
national bird and mascot of the
101st Airborne. Bill has a six-foot
wingspread.
Besides the display halls, the
connecting corridors abound in attention-holding information. The

passerby learns that the duck
hawk, traveling 100 miles an hour,
is the fastest bird aloft. The
cheetah is the fastest land animal,
covering 70 miles an hour. Students may identify stones they
have found by comparing them
with stones in the vast geology collection.
No sightseer can miss the live
animal room because of the shrill
greeting from the red-tailed
macaws, South American cousins
of the parrot. Here reside also Oldand New-World monkeys, the
coatimundi from South America
and his American raccoon relative,
the striped and helmeted skunk
( descented), gerbils, guinea pigs
and nonpoisonous snakes.
At basement level is the new
marine hall, featuring mounted
game fish, live tropical fish and a
collection of rare shells. Most of
these specimens are from the Belk
Collection.

In the outside zoo are a deer,
bobcat, fox, peafowl and dingo.
Additions to this department are
forthcoming.
In fact, there's always something
in the offing in the plans of Lee
Settlemyre-more ways to show
and interpret the mysteries of
Mother Nature. When Settlemyre
sets to work on a new painting
during lunch hour to raise some
extra cash, his board members and
staff may conclude that a new
hunting foray into the jungle is
nearing. He always arranges to finance his own safaris. His collection, if meritorious, is always donated to the museum.
This adds up to something new
and good for the Children's Nature
Museum of York County, which is
fulfilling its mission of serving children-children of all ages, that is.
Harper S. Gault is a free-lance
writer from Rock Hill.

18 holes of enchantment among the clouds .
that's golf at Seven Devils.
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THE
HONEYBEENavigator,
Botanist
and
Engineer
By Irwin Ross
- Photo courtesy Depart ment of Entomology & Economic Zoology . Cl emson University

honeybee is not as long as your
thumbnail. Its brain is hardly
larger than the head of a pin. I ts
weight is so slight it would take
750,000 bees, a single-file parade
five miles long, to equal the weight
of a 150-pound man. Yet this
midget is one of the world's most
valuable insects.
The honey of the honeybee was
Europe's chief sugar supply until
after the Roman Empire. Beeswax
is so diversely used in industry that
our native production rarely meets
the demand. The value of bees as
carriers of pollen on farms and orchards is beyond calculation. A
hundred thousand species of
flowering plants are said to depend
upon bees for their existence, and
orchards increase their yield 40-fold
when they have an ample supply of
bees at blooming time.
The honeybee is a skilled navigator, botanist and engineer. Its
cities of wax are wonders of
strength and lightness. The comb,
with cell-walls often only about
1/500th of an inch thick, can support 25 times its own weight. So
uniform are the hexagonal cells
that Reaumur, an 18th-century
French scientist, suggested using
their diameter as an international
unit of measurement.

A
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The more we learn about the vitally important. As many as
bee, the more amazing its life be- 37,000 loads of nectar go into makcomes. Recent years have seen ing a pound of honey. Even where
greater light thrown upon the flowers abound, this requires a
mysteries of the hive than have all combined flying distance of more
the preceding centuries. By daubing than twice around the equator. In
bees with colored paint and watch- desert regions, bees have been
ing them through the glass walls of known to travel 300,000 miles, on
observation hives, scientists have wings that beat 11,400 times a
discovered hitherto unsuspected minute, in gathering the nectar for
facts about them.
a single pound of honey. Foraging
Returning home from the fields bees from one hive may visit
with a load of nectar often equaling 250,000 flowers in a single day.
half its own weight, the foraging Understandably, at the height of
bee performs a dance on the comb, the nectar season honeybees wear
circling first in one direction and themselves out and die in six weeks.
then in the other, and making a
At first, researchers thought the
straight run across the comb where original dancing bee led the others
the circles meet, its tail wagging back to the source of nectar. But
vigorously. Other bees crowd all they found that if they imprisoned
around it, smelling with their an- this bee, the others reached the
tennae the perfume of the particu- spot just as quickly. Their course
lar flower it has visited. Then they had been charted for them by the
leave the hive, fly in the direction tail-wagging run of the dancing bee
indicated by the tail-wagging run, on the comb.
and, without wasted time, find the
An old superstition about bees,
flowers rich in nectar. Each bee dating from the middle ages, credits
that returns from an ample nectar them with being expert astronsupply performs such a dance. As omers. Experiments have revealed
the supply of sweet fluid begins to that they use the sun as their cendecrease, the workers stop dancing tral guidepost and rays of the sun as
and no more bees are attracted to landmarks. If the tail-wagging run is
the spot. Thus, there is a minimum upward on the comb, it indicates
of lost effort.
the source of the nectar is on the
To the hardworking bees, this is side of the hive toward the sun; if
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the bee descends the comb during
its run, the nectar is located on the
side away from the sun.
The great compound eyes of the
honeybee, formed of thousands of
six-sided lenses, are color-blind to
red but can see ultraviolet light .t hat
is blackness to us. They also can
analyze polarized light coming from
the sky. The light from each patch
of blue is polarized so its plane of
vibration varies with the position of
the sun. Each section of the sky, to
the bee, has its characteristic pattern, depending upon the position
of the sun. It sees patterns where
we see only blue, and these patterns
provide it with a compass in the
sky.
Once the bee arrives above the
blooms it is seeking, the perfume of
the flowers leads it to the nectar,
the raw material of honey. You can
collect a ton of nectar and never
have a drop of honey; the bee must
produce the transformation. Enzymes within its body start the
change even while it is flying back
to the hive. There, it passes the
sweet fluid from its crop to other
bees which, in tum, add other
enzymes before storing the fluid in
open cells, where excess moisture
evaporates and the nectar becomes
honey. Four hundred pounds of
this concentrated sweet-representing almost 15 million flights afield
by the nectar-gatherers-are required to feed a large colony during
the course of a year.
Within the sweet-smelling darkness of the hive, flanked by the
treasure vaults of the honeycomb,
tens of thousands of cells form the
nursery of the bee colony. This is
the domain of the queen. After her
single mating flight, she never leaves
the hive again. While years pass and
younger queens lead the surplus
bees away to form new colonies,
she continues laying eggs.
Fed on royal jelly, a gland extract produced by her attendants,
she sometimes deposits her own
weight in eggs in one day. During
the course of her lifetime, she may
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lay a million eggs. Each egg hatches
into a white, blind, legless grub that
eats, in the case of the worker, as
many as 1,300 meals a day and increases its size 1,570 times in less
than six days-a feat comparable to
a mouse's growing to the size of a
hippopotamus in a week. Then it
stops eating. It spins a thin cocoon
about itself and the nurse bees
cover the cell with a porous wax
cap. Hidden from sight, the grub
develops eyes, legs, jaws and antennae. After three weeks, it bites
its way to freedom. In a large
colony, 1,000 new bees a day make
their appearance from brood comb
that may contain 40,000 cells.
The population of the hive is
equal to that of a city, and each
worker busies herself with some
task contributing to the general
welfare. Some make wax while
others store honey, care for the
queen in a royal court, or guard the
entrance to the hive. Still others fan
their wings to send currents of fresh
air through the interior, air conditioning their homes.
For about two weeks, each new
bee labors in the hive, its tasks dictated by the sequence of glands
developing within its body. At the
end of that time, it leaves the redolent interior of the hive for the
flower-filled out-of-doors. The rest
of its life is spent ranging the fields
for nectar and pollen.
The bee lives in a silent world for
it has no ears. It sleeps with its eyes
open, smells with two sticklike antennae attached by ball-and-socket
joints to the front of its head, and
walks on a series of tripods, moving
the middle leg from one side in
unison with the front and rear legs
on the other side. Its feet are
equipped with needle-sharp claws
for clinging to rough surfaces and
sticky pads for adhering to smooth
landing places. Its legs provide it
with a whole kit of tools and aids,
ranging from combs to spinerimmed baskets for carrying pollen.
They also represent organs of taste.
A bee tastes with its legs as well as

with its tongue.
Thus, with tasting legs, eyes that
see ultraviolet and polarized rays,
wings that permit it to fly in all directions and, last but far from least,
a stinger at the tip of its pointed
abdomen with which to protect its
hard-won wealth-a stinger almost
as hard as iron, barbed like a porcupine quill and channeled like a
hypodermic needle-the honeybee
spends the days of warm weather
storing up food and fuel for the
months of cold. Honey both nourishes the colony and warms the
hive in winter.
Scientists' discovery of the bees'
language, in which a dance directs
other bees to where nectar will be
found, has an amazing counterpart
in a jigging marathon that continues
without pause all winter. Within the
hive, as cold weather arrives, the
colony forms a loosely knit ball of
insects which expands or contracts
as the temperature rises or falls. Inside the ball, some of the insects
begin a honeybee dance. They jig
from side to side, step forward and
backward and, staying in continual
motion, heat up their bodies and
environment by exercises.
The massed bees outside form an
insulating shell that keeps the .heat
from dissipating. From time to
time, the outer bees trade places
with the dancers. Thus, transforming honey through physical exercise into heat, the bees
warm their hive. During the bitterest cold, the temperature is as much
as 65 degrees higher inside the hive
than outside.
In this fashion, without migrating or hibernating, the honeybee
survives the cold months. It alone,
among all the creatures of the
earth, has devised this method of
outwitting winter. Its unique insect
furnace is but another proof of the
honeybee's right to the title of the
most amazing, as well as the most
valuable, of all insects.

Dr. Irwin Ross is a free-lance writer
from Chicago.
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MAY WEATHER
7!5 TH MERIDIAN TIME ZONE

CAROLINA

May is the second and
final month of the spring
dry period. It is drier than
April in all parts of the state
except the coastal plain where
the effect of the warm season sea
breeze is beginning to be felt. The
sea breeze causes a strip of maximum
rainfall to appear a few miles inland from
the coast and it becomes more prominent
in midsummer. In May, the dry areas have
about 3 inches of rain which falls on 5 days
of the month. The greatest amounts are nearly
41h inches in Hampton County and over 5 inches
in the mountains, and in these areas there are 7 days
of rain. All-time precipitation records for May include
a monthly high of 15.55 inches at Mayesville in Sumter
County in 1915. A new one-day record was set on May 19,
1969, when 7.25 inches were measured at Yemassee.
MAY AVERAGE PRECIPITATION
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in inches and tenths
for the period 1935-1964
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7!5 TH MERIDIAN Tl.ME ZONE

CAROLINA

Maximum temperatures
at the beginning of May
range from 77 degrees in the
north to 81 in the south. These
,""'
rise gradually to from 84 to 88 ··· 6~
, · · - '°' "\ /
70
degrees by the end of the month.
The early morning lows are in the
-~·~" ,.~....
••
<>
low and middle 50s on May 1 and increase to the low 60s as the month ends. ":'""·-o''
The gradual warming as summer approaches _ __j;::__~~-,_,JJ!_,~~~'1--~~~~_;:__.J,-...,~~~=----~.....:'.:::---P'\!.!.~- -I
causes both the maximum and minimum tern- ·
~ -:._- ··"'(
_
-.'tl) 1_
n ~ ,• •••
perat~res to rise about 8 degrees during_ May. ~ ~ 1 ' , .i.
f · . _ "'\.::-·- l . _ -~ ~-, /
Freezing temperatures are rare but not 1mpos·
_v, / /
···· ·'v·"
/
, .• ~~ .. ~,'Jr'
sible. Chester, Landrum and Blacksburg all reg·~·- ' ·
L/
/
istered 28 degree temperatures on May 11, 1963.
,6"'::_·" ·~·· ,\
Even more unusual was the 28 degrees measured at
J • __:;:--"
Walhalla as late as May 27 in 1971. The temperature
,
.~.:(. - \
-~
will reach or exceed 90 degrees on from 4 to 10 days,
··- ·· 72 '<._~---- ,, .,.-./ -,~;::___ "··
depending on location. The all-time high temperature
'
was 106 degrees measured at Santuck on May 26, 1911.
South Carolina has not experienced a hurricane or tropical
storm in May. Severe weather, in the form of violent thunderstorms and tornadoes, reaches a peak in April. This activity diminishes somewhat by May as the active cold fronts and squall
lines decrease in number and intensity. There have been 38 torMAY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
nadoes in May in 60 years, a frequency of about 2 every 3 years.
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ISA
VERSATILE VEGETABLE
By Lucille McMaster

··

.:.: ...
•:::,.

-Photo by Ernest Ferguson

kra, one of the most unappreciated vegetables, when properly
cooked can be a gourmet's delight. In fact, okra is too often maligned and its reputation has suffered at the hands of cooks who do
not give it due respect.
If you are one who appreciates
the delicacy of this vegetable, you
doubtless will go far out of your
way to defend it and to suggest
ways to point up its subtlety. However, those who do not hold to this
line of thought may be willing to
see the tender, green pods thrown
into a pot of boiling water and
cooked to that dull gray state of
disintegration.

0
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It is small wonder that many dislike okra, for when it is overcooked
it becomes a colorless and mushy
dish. When properly cooked, it retains its fresh appearance and delicate flavor.
The secret to successful preparation of okra involves careful handling and brief cooking. Pods should
be gently handled and carefully
trimmed. Careless cutting may
cause a loss of flavor and color.
When pods are to be cooked whole,
some portion of the stem should be
left. Cook whole pods only seven
minutes, never allowing them to
touch water during the cooking
period. If a vegetable steamer is

used, pods remain intact and of a
clear color. In case a steamer is not
available, a colander placed over a
pan of boiling water is a satisfactory substitute.
Okra is a versatile vegetable. It
contributes flavor and texture to a
full-bodied vegetable soup based on
a rich stock to which numerous
vegetables are added. However, it
shows to its best advantage when
made into the famous Charleston
okra soup, for here it blends exceptionally well with tomatoes.
Okra . is necessary for a good
gumbo and it may be nicely combined with other vegetables in a casserole. Whole pods may be served
Sand lapper

with tomato sauce or another sauce
of your choosing. It takes its bow
as a salad, hors d'oeuvre or pickle.
Above all, it is most delicate when
steamed and dressed with melted
butter.

This is indeed one of the most
pleasing ways to serve okra. The
true flavor is retained by the short
cooking time, and the butter sauce
complements the subtlety of taste.
STEAMED OKRA
WITH LEMON BUTTER

Choose only very small and young
okra pods. Wash well. Do not remove the entire stem, but leave a
good portion of stem on each pod.
Place the pods in a vegetable
steamer or in a colander over boiling water. Cook exactly 7 minutes.
The okra should be barely tender,
very firm, and of a lovely, fresh
green color. On individual serving
dishes arrange the pods to resemble
the spokes of a wheel. In the center
of the circle of pods place a ramekin or small dish of hot butter to
which lemon juice has been added.
If preferred, hollandaise sauce may
replace the butter. The pods are
dipped into the butter and eaten in
the manner of artichoke leaves.
French-fried okra is a nice accompaniment to meat and vegetables. Some diners prefer baby
pods fried whole, while others
choose larger pods which are sliced
crosswise.
FRENCH-FRIED OKRA

Wash pods and remove only a portion of the stem. Dry thoroughly. If
large pods are used, slice crosswise.
Sprinkle with salt and pepper and
dust with cornmeal. Drop into hot
fat deep enough to cover the pods
or slices. Fry until light brown.
Serve immediately.
An unusual but delicious salad is
made from small okra pods which
have been briefly steamed and well
chilled. Served with a horseradish
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dressing, the salad can contribute
variety to a meal.
OKRA SALAD

Select small pods of okra. Wash
well and trim stems, leaving a small
portion of stem on each pod. Cook
in a vegetable steamer no more than
7 minutes. Drain well and chill
thoroughly. Arrange on shredded
lettuce. Dress with a French dressing or with horseradish dressing.
Onion rings or tomato wedges may
be used to garnish the salad.
HORSERADISH DRESSING
h cup French dressing
1 tbsp. creamed horseradish

1

Blend well.
Since pickled okra has become
such a popular hors d'oeuvre, it
would be well to do your own
pickling at the height of the okra
season.
PICKLED OKRA
Okra (about 3 lbs.)
1 qt. white vinegar
1 cup water
1h cup salt
For each jar:
1 hot pepper
1 clove garlic
Sprigs of fresh dill, or
1 tsp. dill seed

Wash okra and cut away only a portion of the stem. In the bottom of
each sterilized pint jar place a clove
of garlic and a hot pepper. Pack the
jar firmly with okra pods. Add
sprigs of fresh dill or 1 teaspoon of
dill seed to each jar. Bring vinegar,
water and salt to a boil. Simmer 5
to 10 minutes and pour boiling hot
over the okra. Seal jars. Yield: 5 to
7 pint jars.
This recipe for shrimp gumbo
comes from an Athens, Georgia,
resident. She says she always cooks
the dish "by ear," as the proportions and even some of the ingredients are likely to be changed with
each cooking of the gumbo. This results in a variance of texture and
flavor, but it becomes a new dish
each time she serves it.

SHRIMP GUMBO
2·3 cups cooked shrimp
1 green pepper, chopped
1 medium onion, chopped
1 lb. fresh okra, or
2 pkgs. frozen cut okra
1 can tomatoes
2 tbsp. oil or bacon drippings
Salt and pepper to taste
Chicken or ham stock (optional)

Brown pepper and onion in oil or
bacon drippings. Add tomatoes and
okra. If gumbo becomes too thick,
a small amount of chicken or ham
stock may be added to obtain the
desired consistency. Cook slowly
for a long period, adding desired
seasoning. Stir often to prevent
scorching. Add cooked shrimp only
long enough before serving to heat
thoroughly. Serve very hot over hot
rice.
This recipe for gumbo was frequently prepared by an old family
cook in the kitchen of Mount
Hope, the historic Ridgeway plantation home of the Thomas family.
The dish is simple, but always good.
The long, slow cooking blends well
the flavors of the two vegetables
used.
MAUM CHLOE'S
SKILLET GUMBO

In a heavy iron skillet brown until
crisp several slices of bacon. Remove meat and reserve. Into the
drippings put about 6 large tomatoes which have been coarsely
chopped. If fresh tomatoes are not
available, use 1 can of tomatoes
with its juice. Cook over high heat
until bubbles appear. Add 2 or
more cups of sliced fresh okra.
(Frozen sliced okra may be used as
a substitute when okra is not in
season.) Reduce to low heat and
simmer for about 2 hours, stirring
occasionally. Add salt and pepper
to taste. Optional: Just before serving, the crumbled bacon may be
stirred into the gumbo or sprinkled
over the top.

Lucille McMaster is a columnist for
the Winnsboro News and Herald.
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hey 've knocked a teaching tra- dents. Enrollment this spring is Allen still calls it "the most exciting
dition off its pedestal, swept up 220. Originally developed at other thing I've ever been involved in."
the broken pieces and thrown universities for teaching biology, His students are making many more
them out the window in one fresh- the audio-tutorial (or A-T method) A's and B's than usual, failing
man chemistry class at Clemson at Clemson is one of the firstin the grades have been reduced by a third
University. The shattered idol is the country adapted for use in teaching and, in a confidential poll, 87 percent of the fall semester's class said
traditional lecture method of in- chemistry.
struction, and the iconoclasts, a
The name itself reveals the me- they would definitely recommend
professor and some students deter- thod: "Audio" because the stu- the course to their friends.
The Learning Center is the activmined to develop a more effective, dents learn by listening to indiefficient and personalized way to vidual tape-recorded lessons in a ities hub of the program, replacing
learn basic chemistry.
special Learning Center; "tutorial" regularly scheduled lectures and
They call their new method an because it emphasizes individual- laboratory sessions. The center has
"audio-tutorial" approach.
ized, person-to-person teaching 20 carrels (complete with cassette
Dr. Joe F. Allen, associate pro- where the instructor serves as a tape players, earphones, charts,
fessor of chemistry, began the ex- tutor, but the major responsibility demonstration materials) and is
perimental program last fall with a for learning rests with the student. open 40 hours a week, an arrangeclass of 100 randomly selected stuThe idea must be working. Dr. ment that lets the student come in

T
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Dr. Joe F. Allen, director of Clemson's
audio-tutorial freshman chemistry
course, leads a discussion of sodium
chloride's molecular structure.

for lessons when it is convenient
and when he feels ready to learn.
Dr. Allen or a graduate assistant is
always in the center to answer questions and discuss problems.
During the semester each student
must master a series of 23 taped
mini-courses, tight and highly polished lessons that introduce the
concepts, definitions and skills he
should know to pass the course.
Specific objectives for each minicourse are clearly stated in a combination course outline and study
guide passed out each week. The
tapes tell the listener when to pause
to do an experiment and direct him
to a variety of scientific models,
charts, pictures, chemicals and
laboratory equipment in the center.
In 1i stening to the taped
lessons-prepared by Dr. Allen with
the help of the university's Communications Center-if the student
gets tired, bored or just wants to
step out for a soft drink, all he has
to do is hit the stop button, take a
break and resume later. If a question arises, he can stop the lesson at
any time to talk with other students or the instructor. If he fails to
grasp a point or wants something
repeated, he simply rewinds the
tape and replays it-once, twice or
as many times as necessary. "Try
pushing a stop button or rewind
button on a professor who's in the
middle of a lecture," Dr. Allen
joshes his students.
The weekly mini-courses are not
mere electronic lectures, literal substitutes for the flesh and blood
variety-a point made clear on the
introductory tape when Dr. Allen
says: "I'm not going to be lecturing

to you. Rather, I'm going to be
talking with you about the things
you're doing there in the booth.
Let me know if I start 'lecturing' in
these tapes because I don't want
you to spend all your time listening
to me, substituting my lectures on
tape."
The statement is meant to be
taken seriously, for student criticism of the taped lessons and everything else about the course is constantly solicited. The feedback
helps Dr. Allen refine and perfect
the individual mini-courses and general procedures.
To supplement work in the
Learning Center, all 220 students
meet together weekly in a one-hour
general assembly session for such
things as special lectures or videotaped demonstrations. They also
meet weekly for a half-hour written
quiz, and in groups of 10 for a
weekly half-hour oral quiz, actually
a roundtable discussion to test

mastery of the mm1-courses, clear
up misconceptions and stimulate a
creative exchange of ideas.
At first thought, the idea of students getting information and instructions from a disembodied
voice on a cassette recorder might
appear to dehumanize the learning
process. In fact, the converse is
true, provided the teaching personnel are genuinely enthusiastic
about the program.
In a typical lecture course with
100 to 200 students, the professor
takes the podium at the appointed
times during the semester, lectures
and occasionally stares out at some
nameless human bubbles bobbing
up and down in a sea of faces. With
A-T, however, the personal dialogue
involved in the small-group, oral
sessions, the freedom from the rigid
lecture format, and the ability to
:tnove around to work l-to-1 with
the few students in the Learning
Center at any given time enable Dr.

Rather than attending lectures, the
students learn by hearing individual
tape-recorded lessons, supplemented
by printed course outlines and charts.
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Right: The class's only lecture is Allen's
introductory presentation at the
beginning of the semester. Thereafter,
the students' instruction comes from
group discussions and a series of 23 taped
"mini-courses" in the Learning Center.

relegating studies to the evenings,
the student can now combine these
activities in the Learning Center.
He hears Dr. Allen's comments on
tape, examines molecular models,
studies samples of compounds and
metals with his sense of touch,
looks at various visual aids and
manipulates laboratory equipment.
He can ask questions the moment
he needs to; he is listening and
doing and learning simultaneously.
One of the Clemson A-T's greatest benefits would generate a surge
of envy and admiration in the most
exacting efficiency expert. The
Left: The professor or a teaching
assistant is available to answer
questions during the taped sessions.
Below: Instructors provide
lab demonstrations during
specified pauses on the tapes.

Allen to get to know more of his
students on a more personal basis
than he ever found possible in the
mass lecture situation.
Besides individualized instruction
and increased personal contact bet ween teaching staff and class
members, A-T offers another significant advantage over the traditional
chemistry lecture method. A-T provides an integrated, multi-media
learning experience that assumes all
a person's senses should be utilized
in the learning process. Instead of
taking page after page of notes in
class, trekking to the lab to do experiments later in the week, and
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Learning Center's 40-hour-per-week
operating schedule and constant
turnover of student users currently
is enabling 220 persons to study
freshman chemistry in a room
barely large enough and containing
equipment enough for 20. The
chemistry department has managed
to hold expenses for equipment
purchases and construction of
carrels down to a bare $2,000, but
if additional funds become available
the center could be operated up to
70 hours a week for between 400
and 500 students, an extremely efficient usage of space and equipment.
Student evaluations of the A-T
May-June 1972

course are perhaps the most significant gauge for measuring its effectiveness. "The A-T system made
chemistry-a much-dreaded course
before I came to Clemson-my
favorite course here. Because I
wanted to learn it was interesting to
me, and I was proud of what I
learned because I had taught it to
myself," said one co-ed.
Another freshman's remarks
touched on a different value of the
system: "I've learned to think for
myself, learned self-discipline, become more self-confident, and
learned that there is nothing bad
about a wrong answer-at least it
shows I'm using my head. I've

learned that how to think for yourself is your most important lesson."
Freshman chemistry can easily
lead a student into unfamiliar and
frightening territory, shrouded by a
fog of technical vocabulary and
dotted with strangely named obstacles like covalent bonds, ionic
compounds and oxidation-reduction reactions. The purpose of the
audio-tutorial approach is to
provide students with an educational lantern, compass and personally guided tour for their
journey through that rugged terrain. A growing number of Clemson
University students are discovering
that A-T is the only way to travel.
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By Albert P. Hout
t least five varieties of magnolias
are native to the Carolinas.
Some thrive in the lowlands
while others prefer the highlands.
Deciduous native magnolias grow
from 30 to 50 feet in height.
Flowers, which blossom from late
spring to summer, are white, yellow
or green.
The southern magnolia (Magnolia
grandiflora), so long immortalized
in song and story, is an evergreen
variety and possibly the most popular tree in the South for omamen tal
planting. Luckily for the gardener,
this tree, whose broad waxy leaves
rank in appeal with its creamcolored blossoms, is an easy one to

A
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grow in most parts of the southeast.
For success in growing magnolias, follow these seven simple
steps: buy varieties indigenous to
your area; get balled and burlapped
plants; plant during early spring in
mild acid soil; keep mulched during
the growing period; protect during
drought by watering frequently;
brace trunk until a firm root system
has become established; and protect
bark from injury and insect and
fungus attack.
Magnolia grandifloras will not
stand extremely cold weather, so
when you buy them, make sure
they are adapted to your area. Generally, your local nurseryman will
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handle only those plants adapted to
the area. You can also ask your
neighbor who has already successfully raised them what variety he
selected. Another source of information is your county or state agricultural agent.
Try to select two-year-old trees
that have been planted in a can or
have been bagged and burlapped. If
the trees you have chosen have fat
wooly buds, chances are you can
expect blooms the same year you
plant them.

The best planting time is early
spring, just before the new leaves
come out. Allow at least 12 feet on
each side of the planting site. Magnolias love full sun, but they will
also bloom under the high shade of
large trees.
The planting hole should be 18
inches deep and twice the diameter
of the root ball. Leave the burlap
on the ball until the tree has been
set; then cut off the twine at the
top and snip off the exposed part
of the bag with a pair of shears.
Plant the root ball so that the
top of it is slightly higher than it
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was at the nursery. Refill the hole
with a mixture of equal parts soil
and organic matter (peat moss,
well-decayed manure or leaf
mulch). Press the soil firmly around
the root ball, and scoop out a
shallow depression to form a basin
for holding water. Water the plant
thoroughly.
After planting, cover the area at
the base of the tree with mulchthe same as that used for the soil
mixture, that is, peat moss, old

These hardy trees seldom need
fertilizing after planting. If they are
planted on a lawn, they will benefit
from the fertilizer used there. When
a tree does require fertilizer, apply
it in the late fall or early spring.
Signs of fertilizer need are small
pale leaves and short twig growth.
A good rule of thumb is two
pounds of fertilizer for each inch of
trunk diameter. Spread it in a band
two to three feet wide under the
branches. Do not let the fertilizer
touch the trunk. After applying
fertilizer, water it into the soil.

If pruning becomes necessary, as
it very well may with a healthy
young plant, do the cutting only in
late spring so that the wounds will
have time to heal during the growing season. Coat all wounds, regardless of the size, with a good tree
dressing or asphalt paint.
Magnolias seldom suffer from
diseases and insects; nevertheless,
check the tree periodically for such
damage. If any is noticed, contact
your county or state agricultural
agent.

leaves, etc. Add materials occasionally to maintain the mulch. A good
mulch is important, for it keeps the
upper ground moist, where magnolia roots are most active. It also
helps to prevent the growth of
weeds. As it decays, nutrients beneficial to the growth of the tree are
released.
Magnolias need about one inch
of moisture every two weeks. Generally natural rainfall is sufficient; Albert P. Hout is a free -lance writer
however, during periods of drought, from Appomattox, Virginia.
soak the roots weekly. If the soil is
poorly drained, do not "drown"
the tree when you water it.
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History
Illustrated

Mark Catesby
A Forerunner of Audubon
By SUSAN G. ROBINSON

I

n recent years, there has been a marked
revival of interest and appreciation for the
work of Mark Catesby, the English
painter-naturalist who, during the early part
of the 18th century, visited Virginia and later
South Carolina to collect specimens of plants
and animals to send back to England. He devoted his life to collecting, cataloging, drawing and painting the flora and fauna of this
recently settled region, and the culmination
of his effort was the publication of a twovolume work titled The Natural History of
Carolina, Florida, and The Bahama Islands.
The first volume of his great work was published in 1731, the second in 1743 and the
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appendix in 1747. His books were printed in
large folio, consisting of more than 200 plates
etched by Catesby himself from his own
paintings, with an accompanying descriptive
text written in parallel columns of French and
English. The first volume contains a dedica-All photos by Richard Taylor

The plant in Mark Catesby 's painting
of a "red-wing'd Starling" is the
candleberry myrtle, common to the
Carolinas. The painting is from Catesby 's
16th-century Natural History.
59

startled look on Marjorie's
face, hearing the thud
as she hit the trunk ...

forth, another noise, with
those two little boys
outside, shouting,
running and whooping ...
boys, running now, darting
in every direction. Keep
still. One falling on the
piazza, another running
faster. A game to catch ...

Catesby wrote that the ricebird, Hortula_nus caroliniensis, was "esteemed in Carolina the
greatest delicacy of all other birds. " It was also a pest, playing havoc in the ricefields.

tion of his work to the Queen of England- a
practice then customary- and an invaluable
preface which sheds light on his life and work.
Catesby probably was well known and
highly regarded in scientific circles during his
lifetime. However, until recently his name
slipped from sight. Catesby 's work was almost
entirely concerned with America, yet in all he
spent only 10 years of his life here. He was
born in England and returned there to write
and illustrate his books. By the time they
were published, conditions between England
and the colonies had become quite strained.
Except in scientific circles his work was of
little interest to the average Britisher, and
being a transient visitor to America he was
not accepted as an American writer. In addi-
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tion, the letters he wrote in America to various sponsors and members of the Royal
Society in England were inaccessible.
Catesby was born in Sudbury, Suffolk, on
April 3, 1683. He was the youngest son, the
fourth of five children, of John Catesby and
Elizabeth Jekyll. His father John Catesby was
mayor of Sudbury and his maternal ancestors
were lawyers and antiquaries. Little is known
of his early life; what we know of his early
interest in science is mostly limited to his own
reference to those years in the preface to his
Natural History:
The early inclination I had to search after Plants
and other Productions in nature being much suppressed by my residing too remote from London, the
center of all Science, I was deprived of all Oppor-
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tunities and Examples to excite me to a stronger Pursuit after those Things to which I was naturally bent:
Yet my curiosity was such, that not being content
with contemplating the Products of our own country,
I soon imbibed a passionate desire of viewing as well
the Animal and Vegetable Productions in their native
Countries; which were Strangers to England.

The Catesbys frequently visited Castle
Hedingham, Essex, the home of their grandfather Nicholas Jekyll, and after his death in
1683 they continued to visit their uncle, his
namesake. The younger Nicholas Jekyll was
interested in botany and owned a botanical
garden. Thus, Mark Catesby met through him
people who were to play a prominent role in
his later life.
Catesby's older sister Elizabeth was described by their father as his "disobedient
daughter" because she married William Cocke
without paternal consent and moved with him
to America. Her residing in Virginia made it
possible for Mark Catesby to visit this
country. William Cocke was a doctor of
physic with an M.B. degree from Queens College, Cambridge. A skilled pioneer of Virginia
medicine, he was also successful politically
and socially. He obtained the patronage of Lt.
Gov. Alexander Spotswood, became secretary
to the colony and in August 1713 became one
of Her Majesty's councilors.
Mark Catesby arrived in Williamsburg on
April 23, 1712. Through his brother-in-law,
he made the acquaintance of William Byrd of
Westover. Catesby visited Byrd occasionally at
his home on the James River and, as such, had
an opportunity to observe much of the local
flora and fauna and to assist Byrd with his
gardening. Byrd kept a copious diary which
provides the most intimate and detailed account available for any period of Catesby's
life.
Catesby returned to England in 1719. His
own estimate of his accomplishments in Virginia was rather low; in the first volume of his
Natural History he wrote:
I thought then so little of prosecuting a Design of
the Nature of the Work, that in the Seven Years I
resided in that country, (I am ashamed to own it) I
chiefly gratified my Inclination in observing and admiring the various Productions of those
Countries . . . only sending from thence some dried
Specimens of Plants and some of the most Specious of
them in Tubs of Earth, at the request of some curious
Friends, among whom was Mr. Dale of Braintree . . ..

When Catesby returned to England , he
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found that he and his collections had made a
good impression on Samuel Dale and other
botanists. Through Dale he met William
Sherard, one of England's most celebrated
botanists. Sherard and other members of the
Royal Society had for some time provided
ideas and funds to promote collections overseas. John Lawson, the surveyor general of
North Carolina, had published A New Voyage
to Carolina in 1709, a volume containing
descriptions of the area's natural history. At
the request of the society, Lawson had
promised in 1710 that he would compile a
more complete natural history. Unfortunately, he had been killed by the Tuscarora
Indians the next year. While Lawson's death
was a great blow to hopes of the English promoters, it did not extinguish their interest.
Sherard assumed the leadership in the society
for undertakings of that kind, and by September 1720 records of the society show that
plans were developing to send a painter to
America. The proposal was made to Catesby
in October 1720. The council minutes of that
date contain the following notation:
Colonel Francis Nicholson going Governor to
South Carolina was pleased to declare that he would
allow Mr. Catesby, recommended to him as a very
proper person to Observe the Rarities of that country
for the uses and purposes of the Society, the Pension
of Twenty pounds per annum during his government
there, and at the same time to give him 10 pounds by
way of advance for the first half year payment and so
for the future a years pay before hand.

The society contributed no funds to the
undertaking, but its stamp of approval lent
great prestige and induced other patrons to
support it. Sherard solicited the contributors,
among whom were Sir Hans Sloane, Charles
Dubois, Dr. Richard Mead, and James
Brydges, first Duke of Chandos.
After a time of indecision, during which a
patron suggested an African study as an alternative, it was decided to send Catesby to
America. Catesby sailed from Plymouth in
February 1722 and arrived in Charles Town in
May of the same year. The ship took the
southerly route, and an interesting account of
this three-month voyage is recorded in the
preface to Natural History .
Sponsorship by Gov. Nicholson proved to
be a great boon to Catesby, and as a protege
he immediately received cordial entree to the
homes of the most prominent people of the
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colony. He had easy access to homes and
plantations along the rivers and tidewaters
near Charles Town, and spent most of the
first summer collecting specimens in the Low
Country. Charles Town was Catesby...,.s headquarters during his stay in Carolina and he did
his collecting in three principal areas: the
Ashley River region, the sea islands south of
Charles, Town, and an inland location about
140 miles up the Savannah River.
Ft. Moore, under the command of Capt.
Gerard Monger, was located on the Carolina
side of the Savannah River, just below the
future site of Augusta. Catesby arrived there
in April 1723 and spent five days. He later
returned for most of July and August of that
year. In a letter to Sherard, he enthusiastically
described the site:
It is one of the sweetest countries I ever saw. The
Banks of the River, particularly where the fort stands,
is 200 feet perpendicular in most places, from whence
are seen large Prospects over the tops of the trees on
the other side of the river which is generally low but
prodigious rich land.

The trip to Ft. Moore was not an easy
one, but fortunately the Indians were on
friendly terms with the British. Catesby "employed an Indian to carry my Box, in which
besides Paper and Materials for Painting, I put
dry'd Specimens of Plants, Seeds, etc.-as I
gathered them. To the Hospitality and assistance of these Friendly Indians, I am much
indebted, for I not only subsisted on what
they shot, but their first care was to erect a
Bark Hut, at the Approach of rain to keep me
and my cargo from wet."
Shipping specimens to England involved
numerous problems. In addition, many of his
patrons were complaining about the paucity
of specimens arriving in England. Catesby was
continually in need of preservatives and containers. Paper, pasteboard and bottles had to
be sent from England. Gourds and boxes were
available in Charles Town but tne cost was
excessive. Once the specimens were laboriously prepared and shipped, they were subject to ruin by seawater, pirates and even
thirsty sailors who .did not mind · the animal
contents in the widemouth jars, provided they
got the spirituous preservatives.
Catesby stayed in South Carolina for almost three years. In January 1725 he went to
the Bahama Islands, where he did most of his
drawings of fish and marine life. He became
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interested in migration from listening to the
sounds of ricebirds passing overhead. He developed a theory of migration and wrote a
paper titled "Of Birds of Passage," which he
later read to the Royal Society. (Prior to this
there was a theory that birds hibernated during the winter and spent their time at the
bottom of the sea.)
When Catesby returned to England in
1726, he exchanged the pleasures and pains of
the field naturalist for the role of gardener,
author and artist. Then 43 , he began to compile his specimens and drawings into what
would become his Natural History. He had
hoped for some time that his illustrations
would appear in print, and he had had the
satisfaction of having his "labours approved
of" by a number of patrons who also felt they
were worth printing. Unfortunately, his
patrons had already incurred considerable
expense and were unwilling to go further.
Catesby had hoped to take his drawings to
Paris or Amsterdam to have them engraved,
but the cost proved to be prohibitive. Forced
to tum to his own resources, he learned the
process of engraving. For professional advice
he turned to a French-born watercolorist and
etcher Joseph Goupy.
In many respects, this rather informal
schooling in the ways of working with acid
and copper added much to the charm of the
Natural History plates; the artist chose to do
them not in a "Graver-like-manner" but to
follow the "humour of the feathers." Catesby
isolated himself from his family and friends
for more than two years to work on his
plates. During this time Sherard and Peter
Collinson helped him financially so the work
would not fall "prey to book-sellers." Sherard
died in spring 1728.
Catesby was invited to attend the Royal
Society as a visitor on May 22, 1729. He
took the opportunity to exhibit the first
part of his Natural History, a section consisting of 20 plates. He hoped that by showing
them he would acquire additional subscribers.
The book was also published in sections,
each with 20 plates with descriptive texts and
each selling for two guineas. In view of the
labor involved, the high cost was not surprising, for Catesby not only engraved the
plates but colored the finished pages as well.
Even after many sets had been sold, the plates
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The Parrot of Carolina, Psitticus caroliniensis-as identified by Catesby, was said
by him to be the only parrot type in the colony. It fed on seeds and fruit kernels.
were colored under his direction and touched
up by him.
The first volume of 100 plates was published and presented to the Royal Society on
Nov. 23, 1732. (The volume bears the date
1731 on the title page, but it appears it was
not finished in that year.) The publication
brought Catesby much attention from
London scientists, and in April 1733 he was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society. He
completed the second volume in 1743 and the
appendix in 174 7.
Catesby continued to be very active in the
Royal Society, writing many papers. He was
interested in gardening and in the study of
American plants adaptable to England, and
wrote an article dealing with the subject.
In 1747, at the age of 64, Catesby married
Elizabeth Rowland, a widow with a grown
daughter. The couple had two children, Mark
and Ann, and young Mark was eight years
old when his father died 2Yz years later. Mrs.
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Rowland and Catesby had apparently lived together as husband and wife for several years
before their marriage.
The importance of Catesby's work has been
recognized by George Frick and Raymond
Stearns in their book, Mark Catesby: The
Colonial Audubon.
Mark Catesby was both an artist, who grounded his art
in a knowledge of nature, and an innovator, who developed a new genre of ornithological illustration. By
presenting his birds, plants, and animals amidst their
own natural environments, Catesby prepared the way,
as did almost no one else, for his nineteenth-<:entury
successor, John James Audubon. This Natural History
of Carolina, though a pioneer effort in its field, was
unquestionably one of the finest works of its kind in
the eighteenth century, a fitting monument to Mark
Catesby's pertinacity, imagination, artistry, and scientific accomplishments.

Susan Gibbes Robinson is a free-lance writer
from Columbia.
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:
You can dine and lounge in
r
'
. ~
•
,
restaurants and clubs.
- / ~ -~
· _t
You can take a moment
t t,
out to be alone with yourself and the mountain.
You can golf, swim, play tennis, ride a horse. You can ski, skate,
toboggan .. You can hike through wild fores ts, drink
.. pure water from mountain streams, breathe the clean,
· mountain air.
What else is here?
Beech Mountain
Inns. Condominiums. 350 private
N.c.
·
chalets. Choice homesites serviced by Banner
Water, Sewer, electricity, and all- Asheville, Elk, N.C.
weather roads.
N.c.
And you should look into all of this now. By mailing
the _postage-free reply card to us now.
Because great land like
this won't be
available
Gentlemen:
forever.
Please send me more information about Beech
Mountain. And tell me how I might see this place
You see,
for myself.
they stopped
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ __
making
any more of
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~ ~a.:~ it quite a few
City
State
Zip _ _ _
billion years
AD3584A
ago.
...
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BEECH MOUNTAIN

Banner Elk North Carolina
'

, ... : .

..

\

This offering is not available to residents of states
where prohibited by law.

LOOKlf LAND BEFORE YOU BUY IT.
WHERE THERE'S MORE TO DOTHAN LOOKlf LAND.

Mail the coupon and arrange
to visit Beech Mountain,
North Carolina.
After you
'.~ satisfy your·1 ·i self that it's
.
. - really there,
you can begin to enjoy yourself.
You can golf, swim, play
tennis, go horseback riding,
hike. You can dine and
lounge in comfortable surroundings.
You can drink pure
water from a
/•·i' ··~-,
i ..
mountain stream. · ~ i ,
In season, you can I t ..
ski, toboggan, skate.
You can do all
these things
because Beech
Mountain isn't just
a blueprint. Beech
Mountain is a reality. With
$16 million already invested
in improvements.
There's a Bavarian village
of shops, restaurants, clubs.
A private airport you can fly
into. All-weather roads. Water,
sewer, electricity to every
developed homesite. The

largest ski resort in the
Southeast. A golf course, a
swimming pool, tennis courts.
Hotels and condominiums.
And some 350 private chalets.
Of course, you could ignore
all this.
And come here just to look
at land.
On this beautiful mountain,

that in itself• would M!::f!in,
mak e th e•1t n p
worth W h1 e.

N.C. Boone NC
Banner Elk,
Winslo:. • l; m,
N.C.
NC
Ashev1De,N.C. Charlone, N.c.°.

r----------------------------------Beech Mountain
Carolina Caribbean Corporation
Box 277, Banner Elk, N. C. 28604
Telephone: (704) 387-2231
Send me more information on
Beech Mountain. And tell me
how I might visit the place.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ __
City
Telephone
Zip _ _
~ BEECH MOUNTAIN.

~ YOU CAN DO SOMETHING HERE.

11 5

EVENTS

There are many places where you can exist;
but only a few where you can really live
. . . . . . . here is one of the few . . . .....

Grandfather Golf & Countrr Club

All activities to be considered for
the Calendar of Events must be sent
directly to the Events Editor, Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O. Box 1668,
Columbia, South Carolina 29202,
no later than 45 days prior to the
first of the month in which the
activity will occur.

An exclusive private resort community
in the South's most magnificent mountain setting

dance
MAY
27
BEAUFORT -TEC-Byrne Miller Dance
Theatre.

.

Residential lots and luxury condominium apartments and townhouses - developed by:

music

G. F. CO. LINVILLE, N.C.
This is not an offer to sell. Purchaser must visit and inspect property,
and receive a property report.

MAY
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one-Man Shows
at the Arcade Mall
in May-June
May 5-17
K. David Brown
May 19-31 Nancy Ricker Webb
June 2-14 Judith Melberg

We invite you to stop by to meet the artists during
the opening receptions which will take place the
Friday evening of each opening, from 5-7 p.m.
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Remember-These shows will be exhibited at the
downtown Arcade Mall gallery only . .
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1
SPARTANBURG-Converse College-"Requiem," Spartanburg Concert Series Presentation.
3
ROCK HILL-Winthrop College-Winthrop
Choral Ensemble.
5
DUE WEST-Erskine College-Mozart's Requiem Mass.
5-7
GREENVILLE-Furman University-Music Festival Concerts.
7

COLUMBIA-Carolina Coliseum-Neil Diamond
Concert.
8,9
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University-Rinat
Choir of Israel.
9

COLUMBIA-Trinity Episcopal Church-Durufle's Requiem.
12
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium - Symphony Orchestra Children's Concert.
13

CHAR LESTON- Municipal Auditorium- Gospel Sing.
16
CHARLESTON-Huguenot Church-Organ and
Flute Concert, Richard M. Peek and Dale S.
Higbee.
18
SPARTANBURG-Converse College- Spartanburg Wind Ensemble Concert.

Sand lapper

theatre

oung readers come

MAY

in all shapes and sizes-and ages.
We call our latest books juveniles

4

ANDERSON-Community Theatre-1776.
11
FLORENCE-Little Theatre-Awards Night.
11-13
SPARTANBURG-Little Theatre-Peter Pan.
11-13, 16-20
GREENVILLE-Furman University-A Midwmmer Night's Dream.
19-20, 23-27
COLUMBIA-Town Theatre-The Most Happy
Fella.

19-21
AIKEN-Community Playhouse-The Apple
Tree.
25-29
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University --Richard
111.

because they're good enough, and simple enough,
to delight your children. But they're more than
that. So let's call them what they are-adventures
in learning-for the whole family . Unforgettable
visits into the past. A new understanding of great
men, great moments as they happened. Buy them
for your children. Read them for yourself.
~\\

\

1

\

\..____

'

MAY
Through May 2
ROCK HILL- Winthrop College-Springs Traveling Art Show.
Through May 3
COLUMBIA- Museum of Art - Watercolors and
drawings by Donald E. McAdoo.
COLUMBIA-Sandlapper Gallery, Arcade
Mall-Marilyn S. Rej, One-man Show.
Through May 28
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Artists' Guild
Spring Show.
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art- Annual Juried
Show by the Artists Guild of Columbia.
FLORENCE-Museum of Art-Colleen Browning, One-man Exhibit.
2

COLUMBIA-Annual Art Auction, University
of South Carolina Art Faculty and Students.
1-31
AIKEN- USC Regional Campus-Watercolors
by Gilmer Petroff.
COLUMBIA- Mitchell Piano Company-Mary
Ellen Jenkins, One-man Show, sponsored by
Dutch Fork Art Association.
GREENVILLE- Furman University-Alumni of
60s Art Exhibit.
COLUMBIA- Museum of Art-"Edward Lear in
Greece."
1-June 15
GREER- Greenville-Spartanburg Airport- Herb
Walton, One-man Show.
1-June 4
FLORENCE-Museum of Art-Pee Dee Regional Exhibit.
5-7
DARLINGTON- County Courthouse - Art Festival.
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Henry Woodward, South Carolina's first settler and "forgotten man," comes alive in SURGEON, TRADER, IND/AN
CHIEF ($4.50). Leading his readers down a path of discovery, William 0. Steele recaptures the look and feel of
wilderness America, the ways of ancient Indian tribes, the
struggles of an infant colony.
Wade Hampton, Confederate general, Carolina governor,
has long been a Southern legend-but confined to large
volumes and special studies. Now at last young readers can
share the excitement of his story, relive the drama of Civil
War and Reconstruction in LORD OF THE CONGA REE
($4.50). A fresh new talent, William H. Willimon has already
completed a second book (with his wife Patricia). TURNING
THE WORLD UPSIDE DOWN ($4.95) is the story of
Angelina and Sarah Grimke, Charleston aristocrats turned
Boston abolitionists, who fought an unceasing battle to turn
the world "right-side up." (To be published in September.)
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5-17
COLUMBIA - Sandlapper Gallery, Arcade
Mall-K. David Brown, One-man Show.
7-28
SUMTER-Gallery of Art-Tom Flowers, Oneman Show.
SPARTANBURG-Arts Center-Group Show,
District 7 Art Instructors.
SPARTANBURG - Arts Center - Artists' Guild
Exhibit.
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery-Springs
Traveling Art Show.
GREENVILLE-Museum of Art-36th Annual
Juried Painting and Sculpture Exhibition.
?-June 4
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"Ann Karesh
Paints the Near East."
8-22
AIKEN-Rose Hill Art Gallery-Aiken Artist
Guild Exhibit.
8-June 4
SPARTANBURG-Wofford College-S.C. State
Arts Collection.
10-August 11
ROCK HILL-Winthrop College-Department
of Art Student Exhibition.
12-14
MYRTLE BEACH-Spring Art Show sponsored
by Waccamaw Arts and Crafts Guild.
16-26
COLUMBIA - Home Federal Savings and
Loan-1st Annual Juried Show, Dutch Fork
Art Association.
19-31
COLUMBIA- SandlapperGallery, Arcade MallNancy Ricker Webb, One-man Show.
21-28
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art - Richland Art
School Festival.
JUNE
2-14
COLUMBIA-Sandlapper Gallery, Arcade
Mall - Judith Melberg, One-man Show.

111iscellaneous

7-14
HILTON HEAD ISLAND-Ducks Unlimited International Convention.
8
COLUMBIA-Ft. Jackson Golf Course-Golf
Oinic and Exhibition, featuring Jack Nicklaus, sponsored by Junior League.
8-10
GREE NVI LLE-TEC - Landscape Design
School, Course II.
12-14
JAMESTOWN-Hell Hole Swamp Days Festival.
12-15
COLUMBIA-Township Auditorium - Garrett's
Antique Show.
13
HILTON HEAD ISLAND-Harbour Town Cup
Race.
13-15
COLUMBIA-Township Auditorium-Antique
Show sponsored by Women's Symphony Association.
20
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium Charleston Kennel Oub Dog Show.
21-27
SUMTER-Iris Festival.
26-28
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium - S.C.
Arms Collectors Gun Show.
JUNE
2-4
SANTEE-Wings and Wheels Museum-Experimental Aircraft Fly-In and Airshow.
3
GREENVILLE - 3rd Annual Crawdad 300
Race.
3-September 3
COLUMBIA- Science Museum Planetarium Signs in the Sky .
8-11
MYRTLE BEACH-Sun Fun Festival.
19-21
COLUMBIA-Township Auditorium-Eastern
Star State Convention.
25
CHARLESTON-Middleton Place- Arthur
Middleton Birthday Celebration.

MAY
Through May 28
COLUMBIA - Science Museum - The Shy
Planets.
1-6
GRAND STRAND-Spring Fling, sponsored by
MAY
Myrtle Beach Chamber of Commerce.
6
1-June 27
FLORENCE - Eastern Carolina FairgroundsSANTEE-COOPER LAKES - 8th Annual
Florence County Horse Show.
San tee-Cooper Lakes World's Championship WOODRUFF-Roberts Farm-A.Q.H.A. Show.
Landlocked Striped Bass Fishing Derby .
6-7
6
GEORGETOWN - Georgetown Saddle Club
MYRTLE BEACH-Speedway - Sandlapper
Grounds-8th Annual Georgetown Horse
100, NASCAR Race.
Show.
6-7
7
SANTEE- Wings and Wheels Museum-Antique ENO REE - Ingraham Livestock Farm Aircraft Association Fly-in.
A.Q.H.A. Show.
7
8
CHARLESTON-Middleton Place-Greek UNION-Meansville Road Arena - Union
Spring Festival.
County Saddle Oub Horse Show.
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(Continued from page 5)

the Confederate government, and
women and children and old men
were removed to the interior of the
state. The young men served in
various organized military units.
I would refer Col. Hamrick to
Rumbling of the Chariot Wheels by
I. Jenkins Mikel, published by The
State Company, 1923.
Sarah B. Eggleston
(Mrs. Jere Duncan Eggleston)
Columbia, South Carolina
This letter has reference to an
article by Tom Hamrick about
Edisto Island [March]. On page 42
he says that "The boll weevil found
its way to the island in the
1870s .... "
My information is that the boll
weevil came to the Southeast from
Texas, arriving in this area about
the early 1920s. In fact I had considerable experience fighting this
insect in those days, being in the
cottonseed oil business at Athens,
Georgia. I had some demonstrations
in that area showing the use of calcium arsenate as a weevil controlin 1924, I believe. The next year-

13
FLORENCE-Eastern Carolina Fairgrounds9th Annual Florence County Horse Show.
13-14
CAMDEN- Springdale Track-7th Annual Camden Charity Horse Show.
21
EDGEMOOR- Edgemoor Saddle Oub Horse
Show.
27
BLYTHEWOOD-6th Annual Blythewood
Community Association Horse Show.
GREENVILLE-Oeveland Park Ring-Greenville County Horseman's Association 2nd
Annual A Horse Show.
HEMINGWAY-Lawriwood Farms Arena-S.C.
Appaloosa and Open Show.
GAFFNEY - Piedmont Champions ArenaCherokee Sertoma Charity Horse Show.
JUNE
3
ABBEVILLE-Shrine Oub Horse Show.
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1924-I supervised the same activity
for most of South Carolina and part
of Georgia. I would like to know if
they were in S.C. as he says.

Van Noy Wier Sr.
Abbeville, South Carolina
I very much enjoyed the article

in the February issue of your
excellent magazine on my good
friend, John Henry Dick. Although
the article did not mention his
books, I think you would do well
to do so at this point. We publish
three which are profusely illustrated by him: Carolina Low
Country Impressions by Alexander
Sprunt; The World of the Great
White Heron by Marjory Bartlett
Sanger; A Gathering of Shore Birds
by Henry Marion Hall.

Advertising Men
and All
Of ~ou
- th e
1n
Graphic Arts FU~~~~~GE
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WE NOW HAVE EXPANDED
FACILITIES OFFERING:
TOP-QUALITY COLOR SEPARATIONS
(PRICE AS LOW AS $40 FOR A 4"x5"),
COLOR STRIPPING, FULL PRE-PRESS
PREPARATION FOR OFFSET (HALFTONES,
LINE WORK, STRIPPING AND PLATEMAKING) AND A

Should
Know •••

AND
TYPESETIING SERVICES.
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Devin A. Garrity
Devin Adair Company
Old Greenwich, Connecticut

Sandlapper Bookstore and Gallery now stocks all of these books
illustrated by John Henry Dick. See
pages 72-73 for details. Ed.
Conestee's octagonal Methodist
Chapel was organized in 1841, as
stated in the fifth paragraph of my
article, January 1972 Sandlapper,
and not in 1820, as erroneously
printed in the first paragraph of
that story.
1820 was the date that Vardry
McBee acquired the land which he
later gave the Conestee Methodists,
and in which they built the quaint
and unique eight-sided brick chapel,
largely through the generosity of
Vardry McBee's son, Alexander
McBee. The later owners of the
Reedy River Factory at Conestee
were gentlemen whose last names
were David, Finlay and Charles.
They were not McBees as the
printed article indicated.
Charles E. Thomas
Greenville, South Carolina
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1124 DEVINE STREET, P. O. BOX 32,
COLUMBIA, S. C. 29202, 803-253-8309

Facts, Fables & Fantasies

South Carolina history
becomes a game of discovery-for kids from nine to ninety in

THE NAME GAME
From Oyster Point to Keowee
by Claude and Irene Neuffer
Cartoons by Bob and Faith Nance

new this month from sandlapper. $3.95
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SANDLAPPER BOOKSHELF
he says, "What I want, I hex." And
by his own account, his success has
been remarkable. Drawn to the
Lexington-Dutch Fork area of
South Carolina by a strong conviction that he had spent past lives
Psychic phenomena are an every- there, he hexed his way from a
day occurrence in the life (or lives) slum apartment and $2.50 total asof Lee R. Gandee, and from his sets to an antebellum farmhouse
point of view spells and apparitions, and surrounding acres near Lexingspirits and magic, are as natural and ton-paying his way through a
real as the "miracles" of telephone series of highly successful real estate
and television most people take for transactions which began with an ingranted. The strange experience of vestment of 70 cents (plus hex).
Whether one reads Strange Exthe title is his own lifelong enperience as a believer, doubter or
counter with such phenomena.
Born in a rural section of West from some mid-point of mere cuVirginia, in an area where haunted riosity, it is a fascinating book.
houses, hexes and communication Never hesitating with even the most
with the dead were taken for intimate details of his own life,
granted, Gandee began very early Gandee parallels his personal develthe development of his own psychic opment with his psychic dispowers-to the point where, today, coveries, and for him the two are

STRANGE EXPERIENCE: THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A HEXENMEISTER. By Lee R. Gandee.
355 pages. Prentice-Hall, Inc.
$6.95.

Symbols and spirits, hexes and hauntings-a Lexington,
S.C., resident describes his encounters-in this life and
others-with the world of psychic phenomena.

+++
$6.95
Now available at

sandlapper
BOOKSTORE
STRANGE
LEER.GANDEE EXPERIENCE
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A HEXENMEISTERPt:RSONAL ENCOUNTl:RS WtTH HAUNTINGS, MAGJC ..\ND MYSTICfSM
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Two Locations
U.S. 378, West Columbia and
Arcade Mall, Main St., Columbia
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1668
Columbia, S.C. 29202

inseparable, always interactive.
What begins for him as a personal
triumph or tragedy usually ends as
an enlarged understanding of
himself and the spiritual world. The
author has ranged far, in space and
time, from his simple beginnings. In
the course of years he has investigated and experimented with
phenomena ranging from Spiritualism to Christian Science, hypnotic
trances to Voodoo spells, Pennsylvania Dutch hexes to traditional religious miracles. Believing that faith
is the greatest factor for the success
of a curse or cure, he translates his
own "spells" into the language and
beliefs of those who seek his help.
For two elderly friends in Canada,
staunch Catholics, he provided directions which brought about a
miracle in terms of prayer and a
Mexican version of the Virgin Mary.
For a farmer's wife under the spell
of a Voodoo witch-crab, he created
a ritual using dirt from the grave of
a murderer.
Gandee has long been a student
of the language of symbols; each
chapter of his book is introduced
by a full-page hex design, with an
explanation of its symbolism and
use. In addition, he gives specific
details for a variety of spells and
hex procedures, many of which
have been closely guarded secrets
for generations.
On a more personal level, Gandee
elucidates his belief in reincarnation, detailing personal encounters,
dreams and other phenomena by
which he has discovered details of
his own past lives. His earliest remembered existence was as a prostitute on Cyprus in 1700 B.C.;
"Zaida," as he calls this alter-ego,
has been a strong component of his
personality throughout his life, although he was slow in realizing her
true nature. The theme of his discoveries in this area are one of the
most interesting of the book, and
could make a fascinating volume of
their own.
In whole or in part, believe it or
not, Strange Experience is well
worth the price-as entertaining as
it is intriguing.-B.L.
Sand lapper

CHINA AND THE WEST. By Wolfgang Franke, translated by R.A.
Wilson. 166 pages. University of
South Carolina Press. $5.95. A
CENTURY OF CHINESE REVOLUTION, 1851-1949. By Wolfgang
Franke, translated by Stanley Rudman. 202 pages. University of
South Carolina Press. $5.95.
Beginning in 1517, when the industrialized West commenced a
one-sided trade with isolated and
industrially backward China, relations between China and the Western powers became increasingly unequal as the latter proceeded to partition China into spheres of interest. The Chinese, ineffectually at
first, began utilizing Western ideas
and eventually Western technology
to overcome the imperialist threat.
With the influx of Western ideas
and ways of life came the collapse
of the traditional Confucian worldstate and an intellectual and power
vacuum that resulted in the present
Communist state.
Today, the West remains almost
totally ignorant of Chinese history
and of the ideas and events which
created Chinese Communism. One
of the major causes of this widespread ignorance has been the lack
of many relatively simple yet factually accurate " books for the layman." Fortunately, China and the
West and A Century of Chinese
Revolution are two such books.
Written by Wolfgang Franke, a
noted German sinologue who
studied and taught in China from
1937 to 1950, they present a wide
range of personal and scholarly
knowledge in a readable and cogent
style, without the implementation
of scholarly devices likely to put
off the general reader. The result is,
in the case of both books, a short,
balanced survey.
China and the West, the earlier of
the two books, encompasses SinoWest relations from the pre-Christian era to the 20th century, although it concentrates upon the
post-16th-century world. In describing the historical development
of problems between China and the
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West, Franke makes us aware to tion, Franke examines the internal
what extent the conflict has been causes and events leading up to
cultural, as well as a matter of West- Communist seizure of power in
ern political aggression. China was, 1949, although he does not deal
traditionally, the " Middle King- with the new Communist state. The
dom," the center of culture sur- author contends that China's revorounded by barbarians, and it was lution has been a continuous, cennatural that these barbarians should tury-long process, still ongoing. In
come to China to be "trans- the course of his study , Franke exformed," bearing gifts of tribute. amines the traditional Chinese conUp to the end of the 19th century, cept of revolution, ko-ming, and
the Chinese attempted to fit their early peasant rebellions, proceeding
relationships with the West into the to the major episodes of the revolutribute system. For instance, the tionary period. Franke also anaChinese did not realize the signifi. lyzes social, economic, and political
cance of Western colonies-they trends which contributed to the
were quite willing to allow the bar- revolution : the disintegration of the
barians to live by their own cus- family unit; the roles of students,
toms and laws until the barbarians working class, warlords, and peaswere assimilated. Christianity failed ant masses; the literary revolution;
in China for a variety of reasons, worsening relations with Japan; the
not the least of which were the ob- work of Mao Tse-tung.
China is no longer a passive and
stinate refusal of missionaries to
graft Christian views onto the Con- collapsing state but a world power,
fucian system and the Chinese with whom we must hurriedly come
equation of missionary activities to terms. Franke's books, for those
who read them, are a step in the
with imperialist goals.
In A Century of Chinese Revolu- right direction.-W.F.

Always Available
at the Best Bookstores

THE SOUTH CAROLINA COOK BOOK
( 426 pages of body-and-soul food, plain
and fa ncy-the perfect bridal gift)
WILD FLOWERS IN SOUTH CAROLINA
By WADE T. BATSON

SOUTH CAROLINA: A Short History, 1520-1948
By DAVID DUNCAN WALLACE
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SANDLAPPER PUBLICATIONS

SA5. FROM STOLNOY TO SPARTANBURG: THE TWO WORLDS OF A
FORMER RUSSIAN PRINCESS. By
Marie Gagarine. The author, now a Wofford college professor, once served as a
lady-in-waiting to the last Russian empress. Madame Gagarine's memoirs read
like a novel and give insights into traditional Russian customs and wartime hardships. $6.95.
SA4. BATTLEGROUND OF FREEDOM:
SAS. THE SOUTH CAROLINA DIS- SOUTH CAROLINA IN THE REVOLUPENSARY: A BOTTLE COLLECTOR'S TION. By Nat and Sam Hilborn. A conATLAS AND HISTORY OF THE cise and readable diary of South CaroSYSTEM. By Phillip Kenneth Huggins. A lina's strategic role in the Revolution.
new dimension in Caroliniana, for bottle Over 200 illustrations, 92 in full color.
buffs, history buffs, collectors-a bible of $20.
dispensary information, complete · and
authoritative, written by a leading collec- SA3. HOME BY THE RIVER. By Architor. Profusely illustrated with photo- bald Rutledge . South Carolina's poet
graphs and drawings. $12.50.
laureate and award-winning prose writer
explores the mystical beauty and historic
SA9. DISPENSARY BOTTLE PRICING. charm at his ancestral home, Hampton
A list of current prices for all known Plantation. $10.
specimens. Complements THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DISPENSARY. $1.
SA7. THE PENDLETON LEGACY : AN
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE DISSAlO. THE SECRET OF TELFAIR INN. TRICT. By Beth Ann Klosky. An endless
By Idella Bodie. A tale of mystery and panorama of Up-Country personalitiessuspense, woven around the lore and their lives, their legends, homes, churches,
legends of historic Aiken, South Carolina. schools and public buildings---Tecorded in
Complete with secret passages, hidden word and picture, from virgin forest to
doors, mysterious figures in the night-a the golden age of Old Pendleton District.
web unraveling before the eyes of two $12.50
curious children as they uncover the secret of a sinister old man. Line drawings SA6. SOUTH CAROLINA-A SYNOPTIC HISTORY FOR LAYMEN. By Lewis
by Louise Yancey. Ages 10-14. $3.95.
P. Jones. An informal history designed
SAll. SWAMP FOX: THE LIFE AND for the casual reader, by the chairman of
CAMPAIGNS OF GENERAL FRANCIS Wofford College's History Department.
MARION. Reprint. Biography of South Paper. $3.95.
Carolina's most celebrated hero-"A
haunting nemesis to the Tories ... an
armed will-o'-the-wisp to the British soldiers.... To the Carolina partisans ... a
latterday Robin Hood." This story about
Children's Books
Francis Marion, related by a master storyteller, was winner of the American Revo- F12. BRER RABBIT AND HIS TRICKS.
lution Round Table Award and was the By Ennis Rees. A poet of distinction, Dr.
inspiration for a popular television series. Rees has chosen to retell three folktales
about Brer Rabbit. $4.60.
$6.95.
Fl 3. MORE OF BRER RABBIT'S
TRICKS. By Ennis Rees. This is a sequel
to BRER RABBIT AND HIS TRICKS;
three more funny tales about the wily
rabbit and his companions. $4.60.
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CC4. ANDREW JACKSON AND THE
BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS. By Dee
Brown. The Battle of New Orleans was
the final act in a drama that began long
before it was fought. All children will enjoy this new book about one of South
Carolina's favorite sons. $3.95.
CC3. WHEN THE WORLD'S ON FIRE.
By Sally Edwards. New children's book
by South Carolinian Sally Edwards. The
setting is Charleston in the year 17 80.
Miss Edwards is also the author of THE
MAN WHO SAID NO (CCL $4.95) and
STATES OF THE NATION, SOUTH
CAROLINA (CC2. $4.29).
FWl. THE SUMMER OF THE SWANS.
By Betsy Byars. Native South Carolinian
Betsy Byars has written a children's book
which won the John Newbery Medal in
1971 for the most distinguished contribution to American literature for children.
$3.95.

wmierof tlwSwcms
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Illustrated by Ted CoCanJs

Books by Frank Gilbreth Jr.
CU4. BELLES ON THEIR TOES. By
Frank B. Gilbreth Jr., and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey. As lively as CHEAPER BY
THE DOZEN. In fact, it is one of the few
sequels that is more entertaining than the
original. $5.95.
CU3. TIME OUT FOR HAPPINESS. By
Frank B. Gilbreth Jr. A warm and informa! portrait of a remarkable woman who
faced with joy and serenity all the problems of marriage, family and career, and
achieved outstanding success. $5.95.
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• BOOKSTORE
A158. THE WRITINGS OF WILLIAM
GILMORE SIMMS, Vol. III. "As Good as
a Comedy" and "Paddy McGann" are
two of Simm 's little-known works.
$17.95.

Devotionals
DC4. ADULT DEVOTIONS. By Dr. Wal·
lace Fridy. The meditations are con·
cerned with a wide range of spiritual
problems and opportunities familiar to
the adult world. $1.75.

CU3. CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN. By
Frank B. Gilbreth Jr. and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey. One of America's most beloved books. This new edition contains an
entirely new chapter to bring you up to
date on all the original Gilbreths and their
children. $4.95.

New Books
BK4. STRANGE EXPERIENCE . By Lee
R. Gandee. A triumphant affirmation of
life in all its aspects, beautiful and tragic,
sacred and profane, of faith far older than
the hills, and of a universe where Christ's
assurance, "What ye shall bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven," is literally
carried out. $6.95.
A155. RACISM IN U.S. IMPERIALISM .
By Rubin Francis Weston. "Highly relevant to our present situation in which the
nation must formulate appropriate policies toward Southeast Asia, toward the
new nations of Africa, toward the restless
countries of the Caribbean and South
America, and toward the minorities in
our own country." $6.95.
A157. THE BRITISH OCCUPATION OF
CHARLESTON, 1780-82. By George
Smith Mccowen Jr. By implication the
book takes issue with the interpretation
that the British soldiers provoked the
South Carolinians into forceful resistance
by their perfidy, cruelty and tyranny. Instead, ill planning, lack of communication, and inefficiency on the part of both
the British military and bureaucracy are
indicted as the chief culprits. $9.95.
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DC3. A LAMP UNTO MY FEET. By Dr.
Wallace Fridy. Whether for private or
public worship, it will help make our
Christian faith useful and enable us to live
each day happily and constructively.
$2.25 .
DCl . DEVOTIONS FOR PERSONAL
AND GROUP RENEWAL. By Dr. Wal·
lace Fridy. Groups will find help here in
planning and carrying out a program of
worship with meditations, hymn suggestions, and a prayer. $2.75.
DC2. MEDITATIONS FOR ADULTS. By
Dr. Wallace Fridy. Whether used for per·
sonal reading or group devotions, these
meditations offer inspiration and guidance for facing perplexing personal prob·
!ems in a simple and direct manner. $2.
DC 5. DEVOTIONS FOR ADULT
GROUPS. By Dr. Wallace Fridy. Resource material for both group worship
services and personal moments of quiet
thought. $1.50.
E02. THE WINGS OF MORNING. By
Mary G. Ariail. A modest book, speaking
in clear and simple language to all Christians searching for spiritual reading in
these troubled times. $2.95.
LL3. INSPIRATIONAL POEMS . By
Mary L. Callum. Reveals God's work to
lighten your pathway. Includes Bible
questions and answers. Paper. $1.25.

Books Illustrated by
John Henry Dick
Q2. CAROLINA LOW COUNTRY IMPRESSIONS. Text by Alexander Sprunt
Jr. Romantic spots along the Low
Country and the creatures that inhabit
them are described by the author and illustrated by John Henry Dick. $10.

Q5. A GATHERING OF SHORE BIRDS.
Text by Henry Marion Hall. Illustrated by
John Henry Dick. $10.
Q4. THE WORLD OF THE GREAT
WHITE HERON. Text by Marjory Bartlett Sanger. Illustrated by John Henry
Dick. $10.

Bonus Books
For each $5 in purchases of other
books listed on these pages you can
buy one of the bonus books below at
the special price shown :
A39 . UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, Vol. I. $1. (Reg. $5.95).
A38. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, Vol. II. $1. (Reg. $5.95).
B7. THE NEW SOUTH, GREENVILLE. $3. (Reg. $6.)
BWl. BRIDGING THE GAP. $2.75
(Reg. $7 .50)

sandlapper
Bookstore & Gallery
Two Locations
U.S. 378, West Columbi,t and
Arcade Mall, Main St., Columbia
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1668
Columbia, S.C. 29202

You may obtain new or renewal
subscriptions at either location.
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"The thing that bothered me about Unman, Wittering
and Zigo," a woman told me at a party not long ago, "was
the bedroom scene. It was totally unnecessary."
For a moment I didn't know what she was talking about.
Bedroom scene? What bedroom scene? Well, yes, I guess
there was a bedroom scene in Unman, Wittering and Zigo,
but who thinks in those terms any more, especially when
you're seeing from three to ten movies and goodnessknows-how-many bedroom scenes every week? To the
jaded film critic, a bedroom scene leaves about as much of
an impression these days as the opening credits.
It occurred to me then,as it had many times before, that
we critics are often far removed from our readers. We develop our own jargon and our own narrow points of reference which frequently hold little or no interest for the
moviegoer. Hardly a week goes by in which Judith Crist
doesn't inform her New York readers that" this has been a
good week" or'' this has been another bad week" for film
openings. Who cares? When a friend asked what I thought
of Nicholas and Alexandra, I said," It's bad cinema but good
history." He replied, justifiably," Cut the crap. Should I see
it or shouldn't I?" The tendency of most critics to write
more for their colleagues than for their readers bothered
me long before I became a critic myself, and perhaps I
should mention how I've been trying to avoid the same pitfalls.
Most important, I think, is the fact that this film column
and my monthly capsule reviews provide only about 25 per
cent of my income and thus consume only about 25 per cent
of my time, the rest of which is spent wearing a variety of
hats as an editor and reporter in other fields. Since movies

(NOTE: The bold .face letter following each
film is the classification given to the film by the
motion picture industry. These ratings don't
always make sense, and some theatre owners
ignore them, but they do give a vague idea of a
film's suitability for children. G denotes open to all
ages; GP, open to all but parental discretion is
advised; R, those under 17 must be accompanied
by an adult; X, no one admitted under age
17.-D.R.)
BLESS THE BEASTS AND CHILDREN-Six
teenage boys from troubled homes, misfits in a
summer camp for he-man cowboys, sneak off
from the camp to free a herd of buffalo from a
preserve where the animals are to be shot. Before
anyone can offer the boys tea and sympathy,
producer-director Stanley Kramer serves up gobs
of heavy-handed symbolism and hackneyed flashbacks and not very subtly invites us to embrace the
boys' values. Pretentious nonsense; interesting
nevertheless. From the book by Glendon
Swarthout. GP
BLINOMAN-Latest gimmick in spaghetti
Westerns is a blind cowboy (Tony Anthony) who
spouts witticisms like" I didn't see a thing!" after
bumping people off. Lots of gratuitous violence,
much of it directed against 50 unfortunate, and
frequently naked, women. With Ringo Starr. R
THE BOY FRIEND-Deliberate and delightful
camp, a '20s musical-within-a-musical in which
director Ken Ruseell makes like an op-art Busby
Berkeley with a succession of mind-boggling
chorus numbers. Twiggy, assistant stage manager
of a second-rate British music hall, is thrust into
the starring role when the leading lady breaks an
ankle. Sit back and enjoy it,and don't be so silly as
to look for anything resembling a story. With
Christopher Gable, Glenda Jackson; from Sandy
Wilson's stage show. G
CABARET-A musical allegory of the rise of
Nazism in Germany, set in Berlin, 1931. In the
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AcriticS

dos
anddon'ts
have meaning only in their relationship to the world outside the movie house, a critic ought to get out of the theatre
once in a while, look around, and maybe even write about
something unconnected to movies. My own situation forces
me into this sort of healthy cross-pollination every month.
I make it a point to avoid reading or discussing anything about a film until I've reviewed it myself, and once I
write the review it stands in its original form as long as the
film is playing. This policy sometimes leaves me feeling very
lonesome-I was one of the few critics who disliked The
Clowns and one of the few who liked The Red Tent-and it
can be embarrassing if my review says virtually word-forward what another critic said in a daily newspaper a few
weeks earlier. And there have certainly been times when I
have missed insights and meanings that were readily
grasped by other critics. But in any case the reader receives

A selective g1J J
eerie, thinly veiled degeneracy of the Kit Kat Klub
we are supposed to see the seedlings of the Nazi
mentality, even as the Nazis themselves begin to
flex their muscles out on the streets. The atmosphere of early '30s Berlin is captured well, and
there are several good moments, most notably a
chilling scene in which a docile cafe crowd is
stirred to a nationalistic fervor by the song of a
young Nazi. But the whole thing doesn't quite
come off, partly because of its descents into low
comedy and partly because director Bob Fosse insists on pushing his analogies in our faces. With
Liza Minelli, Michael York, Joel Grey; from the
Broadway musical based on John Van Druten's /
Am A Camera. PG
CISCO PIKE-There are some excellent performances in this film about a faded rock star who
must unload $10,000 in marijuana over a weekend, especially by Kris Kristofferson in the title
role and H.D. Stanton as his strung-out sidekick.
But while the film effectively captures some of the
flavor of Southern California's declining rock culture, it's sadly lacking in justification of its story.
Gene Hackman is especially poorly motivated as
the narcotics agent pressing Kristofferson to sell
the grass, and the film's end is contrived, irrelevant, and unsatisfying. But this is a serious
work and there are plenty of good moments with
Karen Black, Viva, and others. Bill Norton
directed. R
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE-A dazzling,
absurdist study of violence and hypocrisy as seen
through the amusedly detached eyes of a young
rapist-killer (Malcolm McDowell) who is, in his
own perverse way, a rather sensitive fellow. He's
caught, imprisoned, subjected to a Pavlovian

experiment to" cure" him of evil impulses, then
set free to face a world still bent on revenge and
politicians anxious to use him to achieve their own
ends. Not the least fascinating aspect of Stanley
Kubrick's film is its effect on the audience: The
killer grows on you as the film progresses, and so
does your tolerance of the outrages on screen
until like the killer, you find it hard to take violence very seriously. X
THE COWBOYS-John Wayne's latest paean
to paternalism finds him whipping a bunch of
pink-cheeked schoolboys into shape on a cattle
drive and turning them into men, as well as sadistic killers. There are some powerful moments in
this Western as well as some genuinely touching
ones, but it's the same Wayne-style world of
make-believe in which problems appear and disappear at the snap of a finger. In the end, as is the
case with most of Wayne's films, we learn more
about cows and horses than we do about people.
A colorful performance by Roscoe Lee Browne as
an improbable black cook helps. Mark Rydell
directed. GP
DEEP ENO-Teenage virgin John Moulder
Brown takes a job as an attendant at a public bathhouse in London where he's subjected to all kinds
of temptations and frustrations, especially concerning his infatuation with Jane Asher, another
attendant. Unfortunately, the film itself is pretty
frustrating in its development of their non-relationship, but suffice it to say he's prone to the
usual fantasies of boys who haven't been sexually
initiated. A rather powerful final scene ties most of
the pieces together but doesn't compensate for
the preceding tedium. There's a brief, hilarious
appearance by Diana Dors; Jerzy Skolimowski
directed. R
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by Dan Rottenberg
the views of Dan Rottenberg, which is what he is paying
for- not the views of Dan Rottenberg homogenized and
modified by the views of every other critic.
That is what many critics wind up offering, it seems to
me. Critics don't like to make fools of themselves, especially when our jobs depend on our convincing people that
we're not fools. There is a tendency-subconscious in many
cases-to think twice about praising a film everyone else has
ridiculed, or about dismi5sing out of hand a film that other
established critics have labeled a masterpiece. The advance
buildup for A Clockwork Orange was so great that by the
time it reached the hinterlands most critics' reactions were
limited to" It isn't that great" or " It's every bit as good as
we've been told." When Pauline Kael was a critic in San
Francisco, her reviews invariably took the form of reactions
to the New York press, which reviewed films weeks or

months earlier: If New York writers panned a film, Kael
would point out its saving graces; if New York reviewers
soared to ecstatic heights, Kael would bring them back to
earth with a recital of the film's flaws. This sort of dialog between critics is interesting and useful, but it really constitutes criticism of critics rather than independent assessment of films.
It would be fascinating, I think, to see how critics would
react to films if they insulated themselves totally from each
other. They don't, of course, and maybe they shouldn't, but
as one of the few practitioners of total insulation I can say
that it certainly makes it easier for a fellow to stick to the business at hand: determining in one's own mind whether a
film is good or bad, and why.
Sometimes the extent to which a critic allows himself to
be influenced by others is ludicrous. Saturday Review's Arthur Knight last year denounced McCabe and Mrs. Miller as
boring and immoral; he literally couldn't find a single good
word to say about it. Two weeks later he reversed himself
180 degrees, lamely explaining the sound track had been
defective on the print he had seen.
" Influenced in part by Pauline Kael's glowing account
of the film in a recent New Yorker, " he wrote," I recently
saw McCabe and Mrs. Miller again in a corrected release
print. .. And it was like seeing a different movie! Relationships that had formerly been obscure now took on
meaning .. . Above all, the real intent of the film emerged
clearly the second time around. Whereas most of the action
centers upon McCabe's bustling frontier bordello, the
whole point is that meanwhile a church is quietly being built
in the town; when it catches fire du ring McCabe's fatal

,ide to movies
THE DEVILS-Ken Russell's frenzied vision of
perverted religious fanaticism and political
opportunism in Loudun, France, 1634, is a brutal,
uncompromising, and fascinating study of the
sexual manifestations of religion, but the film is
ultimately unsatisfying. A frustrated hunchback
nun (Vanessa Redgrave) claims to have been
raped by the city's spiritual and civic leader, Father
Grandier (Oliver Reed). He is the city's main hope
for peace during France's Catholic-Protestant violence, but his fondness for women and his resistance to Cardinal Richelieu's anti-Protestant
purges have created enemies at home and in Paris,
and both seize upon the nun's story to bring about
his-and the town's-downfall. Unfortunately,
just when the characters begin to lose control of
the" devils" within them, writer-director Russell
loses control of the audience. His orgies of sexualreligious sadism are portrayed with such zest that
one is amused rather than horrified by them, and
his insertion of twentieth century references (e.g.,
"bye, bye, blackbird " ) at the strangest moments
encourages the false notion that this is simply a
fantasy film rather than a recounting of real
human events. The viewer thus becomes
detached from what he sees on screen and the
film loses the impact of what should be its
universal message about faith, hypocrisy and
truth. Nevertheless, a substantial film, with
excellent performances by Redgrave and Reed. X
DIRTY HARRY-Clint Eastwood in the title role
is a familiar type : The abrasive, independentminded San Francisco police investigator who
always delivers when the chips are down. But he
faces a task never before encountered by a
Hollywood stereotype detective: How to stop a
maniacal killer without abusing his constitutional
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rights. This element doesn't enter the story until
midway through what appears to be simply
another above-average police-action film, and it
gives the film a novel twist that will surprise and
delight crime film fans bored by stories that
merely end when the criminal is caught. Like The
French Connection, Dirty Harry provides insight
into the policeman 's lot, and there are some
excellent action sequences. But where the cops in
The French Connection really walked and talked
like cops, Clint Eastwood is pure Hollywood. Don
Siegel directed. R
DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER-James Bond
infiltrates an international diamond smuggling
ring to discover beneath it a Howard Hughes-type
operation in las Vegas, and beneath that a plot to
rule the world by the unlikely combination of a
master criminal and an anti-war scientist.
Although Bond comes closer to death than ever
before, this one is played strictly for laughs-the
double entendres have never swarmed so
thickly- and it's a fun film with nary a dull
moment, albeit a few confusing ones. Welcome
back, James. With Sean Connery and Jill St. John;
Guy Hamilton directed. GP
DOLLARS-Fast-paced and frequently ingenious account of a security expert (Warren
Beatty) who designs a Hamburg bank's protection
system so as to enable him to pull off his own foolproof heist. The film includes a chase scene in
which both chasers and chased set some sort of
endurance record. Goldie Hawn is Beatty's
accomplice. Richard Brooks directed. R
EL TOPO-Director-star Alexandro Jodorowsky's surreal vision of apocalypse is long,

tedious, tiresome, repetitive, and replete with
heavy-handed Biblical allusions and sexual symbolism, and much of it comes off like a pretentious Clint Eastwood Western. But do not-repeat
not-give up on this film. The total effect of
Jodorowsky's notion that all the world's a Western
is fascinating and shattering, if you can make it
through to the end. And his artful mixture of
beauty and violence, stunningly photographed,
sticks to the ribs long after you've left the theatre.
A good editor, armed with a sledgehammer, could
conceivably turn this film into a masterpiece. In
Spanish, with English subtitles. X
FIRST LO VE-Dominique Sanda, decadent
daughter of a Russian aristocrat, bewitches and
debases 16-year-old John Moulder Brown, not to
mention a lot of other guys, in the provinces of
Soviet Russia, 1920s. The film is beautifully photographed and succeeds in capturing a sense of
desolation and fallen grandeur in the once-great
country manors of post-Revolutionary Russia. But
the story is plodding, disjointed, and utterly unsatisfying. And while the film is highly sensual, it's
a lot less explicit than many GP-rated films. With
Maximilian Schell, who directed; from the novel
by Ivan Turgenev. R
THE GANG THAT COULDN'T SHOOT
STRAIGHT-Jimmy Breslin's street-wise comic
novel about the Mafia has been turned into a
screen-weary film in which, all too often, the
characters have to explain to us why we should
laugh. There are a few funny moments when Kid
Sally Palumbo and his inept confederates try to
revolt against their Brooklyn Mafia boss, but most
of the film is so heavy-handed and disorganized
that you might suspect Kid Sally himself directed
the film instead of James Goldstone. With Jerry
Orbach, Leigh Taylor-Young, Robert De Niro, Jo
Van Fleet. GP
THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI-CONTINIS-lt is
1938, and anti-Semitism is beginning to rear its
ugly head in Mussolini's Italy. But be hind the high
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shoot-out with a trio of gunmen trying to muscle in on his
territory, the townspeople rally to put out the blaze, leaving
McCabe-in a final irony-to die alone in the snow. Halfheard, the film seemed callous, blasphemous and ultimately boring; with a proper sound track ... it is funny,
touching and curiously moral as well." That must have been
one hell of a bad sound track he heard the first time around.
Some critics are blinded by ideology or by personal ties
to actors or directors. All three New York newspapers gave
favorable reviews to the unquestionably bad Mrs. Po/lifax,
Spy, apparently because the reviewers were fond of Rosalind Russell, the star. On the Beach (1959) received rave reviews from Saturday Review, the New York Times, Esquire,
and other publications' critics who confused the nobility of
its antiwar message with quality film making. Five years later
Pauline Kael wondered," Does anyone remember On the
Beach as anything more than a lousy movie?"
Still other critics are influenced by their knowledge of
the technical and dramatic efforts that went into the making
of a film. These are the people you find writing about
camera angles, soft-focus lenses and chiaroscuro lighting;
they know a lot about film making, and half the time they
seem to be writing more for the benefit of producers and
walls of their huge estate the Finzi-Contini family
of Ferrara lives as before: aristocratic, old
fashioned, aloof, and not even especially Jewish.
With marvelous simplicity and beauty, director
Vittorio DeSica portrays a bygone way of life and
the ease with which it was snuffed out. With
Dominique Sanda, Lino Capolicchio, Helmut
Berger. In Italian with English subtitles. R

directors than moviegoers. They would have you believe
that the turkey you just sat through was really a good film
because of its director's good intentions or its technical effects. That approach reminds me of the old Alfred Hitchcock TV shows, in which a gruesome ending was invariably
followed by the appearance of Hitchcock, assuring us,
" Don't worry-the perpetrators of this foul deed were
brought to justice and suffered grievously for their crime."
The audience didn't believe it for a minute, and Hitchcock
knew it. All that counts is what's on the screen, and as much
as possible I try to judge a film on that basis alone.
What, then, constitutes a good film? A film is worth
seeing, I think, if it succeeds at any one of the following five
levels:
-If it tells an interesting story.
-If it entertains.
-If it provokes thought or provides insight into human
problems.
-If it captures the flavor or atmosphere of a particular
time or place.
-If it is, simply, beautiful; that is, pleasing to the eye or
ear.

rise nearly to the top of the national rodeo heap.
There are some fine sequences for rodeo fans but
the film fails when it tires to be something more
than a rodeo film, bogging down in pseudophilosophy and a juvenile use of symbolism. Cliff
Robertson is writer, producer, director, and star.
GP

absurdist
comedy that's a scream for a good half hour, with
Bud Cort as a disturbed young man who goes to
funerals for kicks and who tries to communicate
with his mother by staging a series of mock
suicides in her presence, while she tries to
maintain the illusion that he's really a perfectly
normal boy. But with the arrival of Ruth Gordon as
an 80-year-old eccentric who teaches Cort to
appreciate what life has to offer, the film bogs
down in, alternately, slapstick and sentimentality.
Worth seeing for Cort's earnestly understated
performance, and there is good support from
Vivian Pickles as his mother and Charles Tyner as
his one-armed soldier uncle who can't say enough
good things about war. Hal Ashby directed. GP

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW-A thoroughly
engrossing portrait of stifled sensitivity in a decaying Texas town, early 1950s. The characters- high
school seniors and their elders-bounce from one
to another in hopes of kindling a spark to their
meaningless lives, but they don't know how to go
about it or even what they are looking for. While
the adults are snatching at their lost youth, the
teenagers are repeating their elders' mistakes, exchanging a few disappointing moments in the
back seats of cars for empty, locked-in lives. But
this dramatization of the stagnant nature of small
town life is accomplished with charm and humor,
and the film's overkill of 1950-era pop tunes and
bits of movie and TV shows makes it a feast for
nostalgia fans. Excellent. With Timothy Bottoms;
Peter Bogdanovich directed. R

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, WANDA JUNE-Kurt
Voonegut's absurdist comedy in which Rod
Steiger, a he-man soldier-hunter of the old
school, returns to New York after eight years in the
jungle to find a society that no longer idolizes
killers. Although sophomorics and heavy-handedness abound, the vitality of Steiger's performance and of the supporting cast makes all of the
nonsense totally appropriate and frequently
hilarious. There are many good Vonnegutiar,
touches, such as his portrayal of heaven as a place
where people play shuffleboard all day, and a
laudable minimum of Vonnegutian preachiness.
With Susannah York, George Grizzard, Don Murray; Mark Robson directed. R

MADE FOR EACH OTHER-A thinking man's
Marty: an adult, intelligent and frequently very
funny and insightful film about two New York
neurotics who meet and marry after an
insufferable love affair. Panda and Gig are "selfdestructives" who've botched the first 35 years of
their lives, and the early flashbacks portraying
how they did it through torturous upbringings in
Brooklyn and the Bronx are the high points of the
film; both the story and the quality of its humor
are uneven after that, but the film never loses its
essential humanness. Worthy of note: The leads,
Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna, are also the
authors of the film and based the script on their
own relationship. Bob Bean directed. GP

HOSPITAL-An unsuccessful attempt to do to
health care what Catch-22 did to the military.
George C. Scott plays the chief of staff at a hospital
where healthy people seem to be dying all the
time due to carelessness and bureaucratic
foul ups. But it simply doesn't work, as a comedy or
anything else; the same idea is handled much
more deftly in Such Good Friends. Would you
believe Paddy Chayevsky did the screenplay?
Arthur Hiller directed. GP

MAN AND BOY-Familiar story: Father and
son endure hardship together, gain newfound
respect for each other. Bill Cosby is a poor farmer,
circa 1871, who sets out with his boy to find the
man who stole their horse. The fact that father and
son in this case are black should add some novelty
to a predicatable tale, but the film gives only lip
service to the racial angle, so there's little
justification for the whole thing other than a fine
performance by Cosby himself. G

J.W. COOP-Mild rags-to-almost-riches tale
of a Texan who emerges from ten years in jail to

MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS-Catholics and
Protestants will enjoy cheering and hissing their

HAROLD
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AND

MAUDE-An

respective heroines and enemies in this pageant
of 16th-century Britain. The film effectively conveys the contrast between the chaos and instability of Mary's Scotland and the power and order
of Elizabeth's England and handles the intrigues of
court politics with marvelous clarity, but it is politics in a vacuum: Mary and Elizabeth might as well
be fighting over a parking space, for all the attention that is paid to their subjects. For that reason,a
curious thing happens : Mary, who was a nice lady
but a terrible queen, emerges from this film
looking a lot better than the hard-headed Elizabeth, who gave England one of the few enlightened periods in the world's history. Good
performances by Vanessa Redgrave in the title
role and Glenda Jackson as Elizabeth. Charles Jarrott directed. PG
MINNIE AND MOSKOWITZ-There's a lot of
self-conscious slice of life posturing and too many
talky scenes in which characters Bare Their Souls
While Drunk in this tale of a social dropout
(Seymour Cassel) who falls in love with lonely
Gena Rowlands. But beyond the tedium are two
original characters who radiate humanness
despite the implausibility of their situation and a
film that is frequently hilarious, charming and
poignant. John Cassavetes directed. GP
MURMUR OF THE HEART-A thoroughly
c:lelightful comedy about a 14-year-old boy's
introduction to sex with the help of his older
brothers and, of all people, his mother. By
creating a lighthearted and tasteful film about
incest, director Louis Malle demonstrates that it's
not what you say that matters but how you say
it-a message which has yet to reach many of
Malle's American counterparts. Fine performances from Benoit Ferreux as the boy and lea Massari as his free-thinking mother. In French, with
English subtitles. No rating, but offered for adults
only.
NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA-As a
cinematic work, this three-hour spectacle of the
fall of the House of Romanov bogs down in namedropping and high school textbook speeches; the
characters devote most of their spoken lines to
wooden explanations of who they are and what's
going on. But as a historical work it is very good
indeed, providing excellent insight into the man·
ner in which personal and political factors combined to bring about the overthrow of the Russian
royal family in 1917. And it manages the
remarkable task of providing empathy and under-
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Some films qualify on all five counts; The Conformist
and A Clockwork Orange are two that come immediately to
mind. Others make it on only one: The Cincinnati Kid (1966)
and The Night They Raided Minsky's (1970) were both utterly forgettable except for their close attention to period
detail in conveying the flavor of, respectively, New Orleans
in the '30s and the lower East Side of New York in the '20s.
And some films are worth seeing only for a scene or two:
Paul Newman's desperate attempt to rescue Richard
)aeckel, trapped beneath a fallen tree, is the saving grace of
Sometimes a Great Notion . Still others appeal only to certain types of people.
Considering the broad-minded nature of my criteria
(even Holiday in Lake Havasu City could qualify as a good
film), it's remarkable to find that I have given favorable
recommendations to only about half of the films I've reviewed in recent months. The reason is that once I've decided a film is worth seeing I ask myself if it's worth $3 to see,
plus $3 for a spouse, plus $1.50 for parking, plus $1 for gas,
plus $5 for a baby.sitter, plus 70 cents for popcorn. Ask that
kind of question and you may find it's a whole new ball
game.

though, and in the capsule reviews that appear with this
column each month I try to provide that sort of insight for
anyone who has been kidnapped and dragged into, say, The
Organization or Von Richthofen and Brown. It isn't always
easy, with films like T.R. Baskin and The Love Machine on
the market, but in the end all any critic can do is provide the
insights that will give added meaning to a good film or salvage something of the time and money spent on a bad one.
I was determined to act impeccably professionally
when I attended my very first press screening: I told myself
that I would neither smile nor frown nor do anything to indicate what I thought of the film, and if anyone asked me
how I liked it I would simply change the subject. Unfortunately for professionalism, the film being shown was Fools,
one of the worst movies of this or any decade, and after an
hour of struggle I stopped trying to conceal my giggles and
burst out in loud and frequent laughter at the nonsense on
the screen. I laughed so much, in fact, that Mary Knoblauch
of Chicago Today cited my laughter in her review as proof
that the film was a bad joke. Being a professional ain't easy,
especially when your profession involves sifting through
garbage so much of the time. But I didn't say it isn't fun.

It's possible to get something out of even a bad film,
standing for a great number of people in widely
conflicting roles, from Czar Nicholas II to Lenin.
For those reasons, well worth seeing. Michael
Jayston and Janet Suzman play the title roles; with
Harry Andrews, Tom Baker, Laurence Olivier.
Franklin Schaffner directed; from the book by
Robert Massie. GP
THE ORGANIZATION-There's a moderately
decent chase scene in this Sidney Poitier vehicle,
but not much else. He plays a San Francisco police
detective who teams up with a gang of vigilantes
to bust The Syndicate's drug operations. The
dialog and plot are straight out of the comic
books, and a more appropriate title would be The
Disorganization. Don Medford directed. GP
POCKET MONEY-Paul Newman is commissioned to buy some cattle in Mexico, where he
teams up with Lee Marvin. But Paul winds up a
loser and he can't figure out why. You might have
similar feelings when you try to analyze what
happened to the money you paid to get into the
theatre. There's no justification for this dull film
otherthan to put some quick cash into the pockets
of its two stars. Who says life doesn't imitate art?
Stuart Rosenberg directed. GP

SOUL SOLDIER-Blacks are no longer exploited on screen; now they're exploited in the
audience. This film about black cavalry soldiers
out West is nothing more than an excuse to trot
out a number of black faces-Rafer Johnson's and
Otis Taylor's, among others. And it's not much of a
story in any case. With Cesar Romero. PG
THE SPORTING CLUB-Ever wonde r what six
chimpanzees would come up with if they pounded six typewriters for a week? Here's your chance
to find out. Junk parading as social commentary
on the decline of the Anglo-Saxon Protestant
elite; its only redeeming aspect is a bit part by Jack
Warden as a Hell's Angel who tries to destroy a
ritzy hunting lodge. Larry Peerce directed. R
STAND UP AND BE COUNTED-Hollywood's
first attempt to exploit the women's liberation
movement offers bad jokes, two-dimensional
characters and all the depth of a TV situation
comedy. It will make the men in the audience
squirm, nevertheless. With Jacqueline Bisset, Gary
Lockwood, Stella Stevens, Steve Lawrence; Jackie
Cooper directed. PG
THE STAR-SPANGED GIRL-Rampant stupidity when a super-patriotic l'il Southern gal
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(Sandy Duncan) moves next door to two editors of
an underground newspaper (Tony Roberts and
Todd Sussman). There are a few laughs, but far
more banalities. From Neil Simon's play; Jerry
Paris directed. G
THE STEAGLE-A Walter Mittyesque tale in
which a college teacher (Richard Benjamin)
throws caution to the wind in the face of the
Cuban missile crisis and sets off for Hollywood to
live out his wildest motion-picture fantasies. The
film takes a long time to get off the ground, but
when it does there are a few good touches :
Benjamin delivering a lecture in gobbledegook;
his seduction of a stewardess who insists he
pretend he is Lawrence of Arabia; and a final
scene in which Benjamin and Chill Wills do the GI
Joe bit, singlehandedly holding off hordes of
soldiers from every war movie of the past 30 years.
Movie buffs and connoisseurs of early '60s
nostalgia (are there any yeti) may enjoy it, and
Benjamin gets to do some real acting for a change,
but the film's appeal is in its individual scenes; the
work fails as a whole. Paul Sylbert directed. R
STRAW DOGS-Dustin Hoffman plays the
quintessential non-violent academic who takes a
secluded house in merry England to write a book.
He fails to find the solitude he seeks, though,
because the local studs all have the hots for his
wife (Susan George). We spend a dull hour
anticipating the obligatory Rape Scene and the
equally obligatory Showdown Scene in which
Dustin proves he's a man by Hollywood standards
(i.e., he kills). The climactic sequence in which
Hoffman defends his house against five drunken
louts, is tense and exciting indeed, but the events
leading up to it are so contrived and poorly
motivated that it's hard to believe director Sam
Pekinpah expects us to take him seriously. R
SUCH GOOD FRIENDS-While her $60,000-ayear art director husband is in a coma due to
doctors' blundering on a routine operation to
remove a mole, his wife (Dyan Cannon) learns he's
been unfaithful. An extremely uneven tragicomedy: At best it is a brilliantly absurdist swipe at
modern health care C In a way it's good that your
husband has developed something serious," one
doctor reassures the distraught wife, .. because
now he'll receive the best possible care" ), at worst
it's another lightweight comedy about New York
pseudo-sophisticates. And somewhere in
between is a serious strain about People Who
Need People that doesn't get off the ground at all.
Otto Preminger dire cted. R

THEY CALL ME TRINITY-What appears to be
just another stupid Western put-on comedy turns
into a put-on of the put-ons that's frequently
hilarious. Two brothers accidentally become
sheriff and deputy of a Southwestern town.
They're quick on the draw and tough in a brawl;
only trouble, it soon becomes evident, is that
they're half-wits. Trinity, the hero (Terence Hill),
seems to be stoned throughout the film; his
brother the sheriff (Bud Spencer) is a huge hulking cretin who plods through the streets grunting
.. Shuddup·· at his constituents. Whether producer Joe Levine intended us to conceive of his
heroes as idiots is debatable, but no matter: This is
a funny film, at least for the first half, after which
things get tiresome. G
VON RICHTHOFEN AND BROWN-Inept,
juvenile treatment of the German World War I flying ace and the Canadian who finally brought him
down. lots of shooting, explosions, plane crashes
and cliches about the horrors of war limit the
appeal of this one to model airplane fans. But
even as you wince, you'll learn a thing or two
about World War I air warfare. With John Philip
Law, Don Stroud; Roger Corman directed. GP
WR-MYSTERIES OF THE ORGANISM-If you
misread the title as Mysteries of the Orgasm, that's
just as well: Dusan Makavejev's film is a sexual
potpourri, the components of which are loosely
tied together by a tribute to Wilhelm Reich, who
fled from behind the Iron Curtain only to be persecuted in this country for his theories of autoeroticism (according to the film). The high point is
a Yugoslav film in which sex-hungry comrades
ridicule party ideology, a section which Makavejev intersperses with campy sequences from
Soviet Salinist propaganda films of the '40s. He's
on shakier ground when he tries to provide similar satire of American sexual mores. An original
work, if a frequently irrelevant one. Only for the
very broadminded. X

X. Y, AND ZEE-Michael Caine can't decide
between manic, exotic Elizabeth Taylor and simple, sane Susannah York; he gets his comeuppance when the two women develop the hots for
each other and leave him out in the cold. A minor
league Captain 's Paradise-cum-Who's l\fraid of
Virginia Woolf, ~ ith bits of lots of other films
thrown in; you can have fun counting them, at
least. Brian Hutton directed. R
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The annual checkup. It may save your life.
Even though you feel fantastic, there's only a complete examination, your doctor can
one way to be sure you're in perfect health.
discover if you're as well as you feel.
Have an annual checkup. The.annual checkup
The annual checkup gives your doctor
is a complete, head-to-toe examination.
a good chance to catch a minor ailment before it
By taking a blood count, doing a Pap test
becomes a major illness. Or a fatal one.
for women, giving you a procto, and
We want to wipe out cancer in your lifetime.
doing all the other important things that make up
Give to the American Cancer Society.

!

M edical History

Percussion

Nasal Examination

Breast Palpation

Otoscopic Examination

Electroca rdiogram

Ophthalmoscopic Examination

Blood Examination

.....
X-ray Examination

Abdominal Palpation

Auscultation

Pap Test

This space contributed by the publisher es a pubhc ser.,,ce.

INTERESTING,
UNUSUAL ITEMS
and SERVICES
>C><>C><><><><><>C> ANT IOU ES ====><><
HENRY LAURENS ANTIQUES. Oriental
Rugs. Open daily 8 : 30-5 : 30. Saturday
8:30-1,00. 213 West Main, Laurens, S.C.
29360. Phone 984-5951.
O'NEIL'S ANTIQUE SHOP, 355 W. Palmetto
St., Florence, S.C. Large selection of antique
furniture and accessories. Complete line of Williamsburg brass-lighting fixtures-antique lamp
restoration-lamp shades-prints and frames.

>C:><><>< =

=

,c,

AU CT ION S ==== =x

ANTIQUES, COLLECTIBLES and castaways.
Auction each Monday at 7:30 p.m. Flea Market
each Saturday 10-8 and Sunday 2-8. Dewey's
Antiques, U.S. 378,. 6 miles west of Columbia
('h mile from Sandlapper Gallery and Bookstore).

>C><>C><K>< >C>< >C>< BO ATS
)<

X >C>< >C><>C>< >C><>C><

FOR SALE: 1968 23 ft. O'Day Tempest sa i l·
boat equipped for cruising. Two berths, sink,
head, cockpit cover. Main, Jib, Genoa Jib,
trailer. Contact C.F. Parshall Jr. Rt. l, Box 648,
I rmo, S.C. 29063.

Jack
Rabbit
Company...
A Carolina Institution
We have been processing film since 1920 for
people all across the U.S.A. Why not send us
your film today for the finest quality prints, movies and slides at the lowest prices. For complete

i --~

price list and free mailing
envelope, write to:
~~
~ ...

-~-· . .

.:~~

~,,:'.:-

-- t

JrJ)(t& !k~~~]t

@Q

Spartanburg, S . C. 29301

Since 1920 a Carolina Institution

We know you can cook
so why be modest about it? ,ve've had a fantastic response to our pleas for recipes
-but we're still waiting for yours. If you're still a little shy, make a community
effort of it. Get your neighbors together, collect their favorite recipes and send
them all at once. Have a cookbook party- ask your friends to bring their pet
dishes and send us a report. Take up a collection (how-tos, not money) at your
next club meeting. Translate your grandmother's heirloom cuisine into 1970-style
cooking. And if you can't decide which treasure to send us, send several; we'll
decide for you.
• Special Note For Shy Men: We know some of you can cook as well as the ladies; a few of
you have told us so. Why not tell the world? Send us your specialty-hot off the grill, fresh
from the oven, We'll do the bragging for you.
The Sandlapper Cookbook wants yoo. Rush entries to : Cookbook Editors, Sandlapper Press, Inc., P .0 . Box 1668, Columbia. S,C. 29202.
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= = >C>< >C><>C><>< BOO KS ">C>< >C>< >C>< >C>< >C><
NOW OPEN: HAMPTON BOOKS. Old and rare
books and pictures-history, cinema-TV, aerospace, South Caroliniana. Route 1, Box 76,
Newberry, S.C. 29108. Highway 176, 2 miles
north of S.C. 34. 276-6870.

The one gift that
fits al I your gift
needs-espec i a11 y
those occasions
during May-June.

><::><>C><x::x~ CASSETTES, TAPES• =x:::xx::x
FRED ALLEN AND JACK BENNY in their
classic radio show of May 26, 1946, yours complete on audio cassette! Side two: A live
Tommy Dorsey show from November 20,
1941, featuring Frank Sinatra. Both old radio
shows on a C-60 cassette from the SANDLAPPER LISTENING LIBRARY, Box 1668,
Columbia, S.C. 29202. All for only $4.95 plus
209' S.C. sales tax and 25¢ postage and handling.

>C><>C><>C><>C COATS OF AR MS =><>C><>C><>C><
HAND PAINTED, RESEARCHED heraldic designs-crewel and needlepoint arms-kneeling
bench. Heritage Arts, Box 468, Edgefield, S.C.
29824.

>C><)C)()C>(,C:, NEEDLEWORK =<)C)()C)(,C:,C

(/radualionj

AUTHENTIC NEEDLEPOINT KITS printed on
canvas. Carolina Gamecock, Citadel Bull Dog,
Clemson Tiger. Kits with graphs for other colleges, S.C. Palmetto Tree, Jessamine, and also
Medical Caduceuses. Nationally advertised Icelandic kits for ponchos and ski sweaters. Imported yarns, materials, crewel, and needlepoint. Assorted pocketbook kits. Folline's Knit
and Bridge Studio, 2926 Devine St., Columbia,
S.C. 29205. Phone 253-9748.

=

x::x >C>< >C>< x:: PO RT RA ITS ::x x::x x:::x x::x x:::x

THOMAS P. FORD-Informal Child Photographer-Pictures that capture your child's personality-individual or groups. 88 Murray Blvd.,
Charleston, S.C. 39401. 723-6145.

X::X>C>< PRINTING EQUIPMENT

)C>OC>C

USED HARRIS 36" offset Press; used Macey
Saddle Gatherer (8 automatic and 2 handfeed
stations). Mrs. Godfrey, Sandlapper Press, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202. Phone:
(803) 796-2686.

sandlapper
The appropriate-and cherished-gift!

STAROMAT AUTO-FOCUS Photo Lettering
System, with anamorphic lens attachment and
11 type fonts. Practically new and in excellent
condition. Mrs. Godfrey, Sandlapper Press, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202. Phone:
(803) 796-2686.

Copy for uinteresting, Unusual Items and Services" must be received in our office by the fifth

day of the month preceding the first day of the

See subscription envelope between pages 8 and 9 for complete details.

month in which the advertisement is to appear.
Rates, payable in advance, are: a single insert ion-70(/ a word; three consecutive in ..

sertions-60'1 a word; six consecutive insertions-55f a word; 12 consecutive insertions50q' a word. Minimum insertion 15 words. R~

quest an advertising form from: Sandlapper
Press, Inc., Interesting, Unusual Items and Serv-

ices, P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, s.c. 29202.
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SMIRNOFF9 VODKA. 8 0 & 100 PROOF. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN. STE. PI ERRE SMIRNOFF FLS. (DIVISION OF HEUBLEIN.) 01972, HEUBLEIN, I NCORPORATED, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Adams Apple.Im
(A do-it-yourself temptation)
Even.oonderwhat the apple
tasted like that started the whole
man/\M)ffiim thing back in
Eden? It's a cinch your everyday
MacIntosh is pretty pallid by
comparison.
Thinking about that one
day, we got this wild idea. If we
added an ounce orso of Smirnoff
to some good old unforbidden
apple juice in a tall glass of ice,
would thunder shake the earth?
Lightning flash? No, actually,
none of that happened.
We did, hO'vVever, discover

a pretty swe1J drink. The'llame,
Adam's Apple, is something of
an over-promise, but drink it in
the right company and maybe
you can make your O'vVn thunder
and lightning.

Smimof(reaves you breathle~

You deserve
a really
fine pen.
Why not treat yourself to one.
We have an unusually beautiful
collection at Bryan's, including
fine fountain pens, smooth
ballpoints and desk sets. Pick
one out soon, and we'll even
gift-wrap it.

!J!Ye!!!!~:
1440 Main Street•Columbia, S.C.

